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Abstract
Pedestrians are important participants in urban traffic environments, and thus act as an
interesting category of objects for autonomous cars. Automatic pedestrian detection is an
essential task for protecting pedestrians from collision.
In this thesis, we investigate and develop novel approaches by interpreting spatial and
temporal characteristics of pedestrians, in three different aspects: shape, cognition and
motion.
The special up-right human body shape, especially the geometry of the head and shoulder
area, is the most discriminative characteristic for pedestrians from other object categories.
Inspired by the success of Haar-like features for detecting human faces, which also exhibit a
uniform shape structure, we propose to design particular Haar-like features for pedestrians.
Tailored to a pre-defined statistical pedestrian shape model, Haar-like templates with multiple
modalities are designed to describe local difference of the shape structure.
Cognition theories aim to explain how human visual systems process input visual signals
in an accurate and fast way. By emulating the center-surround mechanism in human visual
systems, we design multi-channel, multi-direction and multi-scale contrast features, and
boost them to respond to the appearance of pedestrians. In this way, our detector is considered
as a top-down saliency system.
In the last part of this thesis, we exploit the temporal characteristics for moving pedestrians
and then employ motion information for feature design, as well as for regions of interest
(ROIs) selection. Motion segmentation on optical flow fields enables us to select those
blobs most probably containing moving pedestrians; a combination of Histogram of Oriented
Gradients (HOG) and motion self difference features further enables robust detection.
We test our three approaches on image and video data captured in urban traffic scenes, which
are rather challenging due to dynamic and complex backgrounds. The achieved results
demonstrate that our approaches reach and surpass state-of-the-art performance, and can also
be employed for other applications, such as indoor robotics or public surveillance.
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U¨berblick
Fußga¨nger sind wichtige Teilnehmer im Stadtverkehr-Umgebungen, und damit eine in-
teressante Kategorie von Objekten fu¨r autonome Fahrzeuge zu handeln. Automatische
Personenerkennung ist allgemein eine wesentliche Aufgabe zum Schutz von Fußga¨ngern aus
Kollision.
In dieser Arbeit werden wir neue Ansa¨tze untersuchen und entwickeln, fu¨r die Interpretation
ra¨umlicher und zeitlicher Eigenschaften von Fußga¨ngern, unter drei verschiedenen Aspekten:
Form, Wahrnehmung und Bewegung.
Die besondere menschlicher Ko¨rperform, vor allem die Geometrie des Kopf- und Schul-
terbereichs, ist das diskriminierende Merkmal fu¨r Fußga¨nger im Vergleich zu anderen
Objektkategorien. Inspiriert durch den Erfolg der Haar-a¨hnlichen Funktionen zur Gesicht-
serkennung mit einer ebenfalls einheitlichen Formstruktur, schlagen wir vor, insbesondere
Haar-a¨hnliche Funktionen fu¨r Fußga¨nger zu entwerfen. Zu einem vorher festgelegten statis-
tischen Fußga¨ngerformmodell werden Haar-Vorlagen mit mehreren Modalita¨ten entwickelt,
um lokale Unterschiede der Formstruktur zu beschreiben.
Kognitionstheorien liefern Erkla¨rungen wie menschliche Seh-Systeme visuelle Signale auf
eine genaue und schnelle Weise verarbeiten. Durch die Emulation des Center-Surround-
Mechanismus von Seh-Systemen entwickeln wir Multi-Channel, Multi-Richtung und Multi-
Skalen-Kontrast-Funktionen, und verbessern sie, um das Aussehen von Fußga¨ngern zu
erfassen. Auf diese Weise wird unser Detektor zu einem top-down Salienz-System.
Im letzten Teil dieser Arbeit nutzen wir die zeitlichen Eigenschaften der Bewegung von
Fußga¨ngern und verwenden Bewegungsinformationen fu¨r den Merkmalsentwurf sowie fu¨r
die ROIs Auswahl. Bewegungs-Segmentierung der optischen Flussfelder ermo¨glicht es
uns, diejenigen Blobs auszuwa¨hlen, die wahrscheinlich Fußga¨nger enthalten; eine Kombina-
tion von HOG Merkmalen und Bewegungsdifferenz-Funktionen ermo¨glicht weiterhin eine
robuste Detektion.
Wir testen unsere drei Ansa¨tze auf Bild- und Videodaten von Verkehrsszenen im Freien, die
wegen der dynamischen und komplexen Hintergru¨nde herausfordernd sind. Die erzielten
Ergebnisse zeigen, dass unsere Ansa¨tze state-of-the-Art-Leistung erreichen und u¨bertr-
effen sowie auch fu¨r andere Anwendungen, wie z.B. Indoor-Robotik oder o¨ffentlicher
U¨berwachung eingesetzt werden ko¨nnen.
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Chapter1
Introduction
Thanks to the development of chip techniques, computers have become popular and played a
more and more important role in our daily lives. Nowadays computers have been successfully
and widely used for data processing and communications, which reduce manual labor and
provide convenience to a large extent. In addition, people always expect more intelligent
computers, which are capable of assisting our lives in an active manner. One may easily
think of many applications of using computers as assistants. They watch children at home;
they examine abnormal events in public places, such as airports; they warn the drivers of
collision, etc. To realize such applications, we have to enable computers to ‘‘see” and to
interpret our real world. To see, means to obtain the visual data from our real world. For
this purpose, we just need to transfer the captured image data to the CPUs, which can be
easily done through current hardware. To interpret, however, is much more complicated.
One may argue that even a young child can easily recognize the surrounding environment,
so it should be even easier for a modern computer which owns a rather high computational
speed. Unfortunately, it is not the case. First, our human visual systems receive analogy
signals, while computers receive digital signals in the form of binary bits. Second, each
person is exposed to a large amount of visual data since he or she was born, but such an
extensive training is hardly for a compute to reach. More important, how human visual
systems efficiently learn to recognize various objects from such a large amount of data is
still a mystery to computer scientists.
What we are trying to do is to teach computers to recognize different objects in a human-
like way. In the last decades, researchers in the computer vision and pattern recognition
communities have made great efforts to enable computers to understand the surrounding
environment by analyzing and interpreting image or video data. Unfortunately, computers
are still far behind human brains in performing such analysis and inference, in terms of
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both accuracy and efficiency. There is still a long journey for compute vision scientists to
go. However, this research is worthwhile and exciting because it would largely extend the
capabilities of computers so as to serve people in a better way.
To achieve the final goal of understanding the real world, one of the most primary and
important tasks is to detect objects, which are essential elements for each scenario. The
capability of detecting objects would serve as pre-processing in an intelligent vision system,
which is expected to identify some specific person, to recognize human behaviors or to
understand even more complex social events.
One may ask, how many object categories do we have in our real world? In a popular
public image database, namely ImageNet1, more than 80, 000 object categories are defined
according to the WordNet2 hierarchy. But for many applications, the most interesting
category is persons, because human beings actively participate in collected visual data,
including private albums, and surveillance video. In particular, the scenario of public places
is considered to be more important because it is usually concerned with security and safety.
Therefore, we focus our study on people detection in public places.
In public places, people may have different postures, such as sitting on the grass, lying on
a chair, or walking along or across the street, among which walking is in majority. Those
people travelling on foot belong to the object category of pedestrians, which are important
participants in public places, ranging from indoor to outdoor scenarios (see Section 1.1,
‘‘Applications’’ for details).
One may argue that other sensors can accomplish the task of people detection as well. For
example, [Behley, 2013] achieved good performance for object classification in outdoor
environments by analyzing 3D point cloud data scanned by laser. However, an obvious
disadvantage of laser sensors is the high price, especially when precise and dense point cloud
is required for real-world applications. Another option may be ultra sonic sensors, which are
cheap and convenient to use. Unfortunately, they are too sensitive to noise and can hardly be
used in complex outdoor traffic environments. Therefore, we consider cameras as a better
choice, because cameras are of low-cost, and are able to acquire rich information of the
surrounding environment.
In this thesis we address the problem of localizing pedestrians from image or video data,
especially those taken from a camera mounted on a vehicle driving through regular traffic
in an urban environment. This task is particularly challenging due to a number of reasons,
which will be discussed in Section 1.2, ‘‘Challenges’’.
1http://www.image-net.org/
2http://wordnet.princeton.edu/
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1.1 Applications
Pedestrian detection has attracted wide attention in academic communities over the last
decades. This is mainly due to the various possible applications it has in different fields.
Here, we list three popular applications:
• Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADASs): This is probably one of the most
important and difficult applications. Pedestrians are very vulnerable participants in
urban traffic. A World Health Organization report [Peden et al., 2004] describes
traffic accidents as one of the major causes of death and injuries around the world,
accounting for an estimated 1.2 million fatalities and 50 million injuries per year.
According to the World Bank website3, pedestrians account for 65% of the fatalities
out of the 1.17 million traffic- related deaths around the world, with 35% of these
being children. In China, pedestrians and bicyclists accounted for 27% and 23% of
the fatalities, respectively, in 1994, compared to 13% and 2% in the United States
[Mock et al., 2004]. Therefore, it is of major importance to protect pedestrians. The
first and foremost goal is to detect pedestrians when they are still in a safe distance so
as to avoid collision. The purpose of ADASs is to warn drivers of possible dangerous
situations as early as possible, so that they have enough time for braking.
• Visual surveillance: Closed-circuit television (CCTV) cameras are commonly installed
at important public places, such as airports, shopping malls, and traffic intersections,
for the purpose of surveillance. Nowadays those cameras are used to record video
data, which are conserved in hard disks for future use, or monitored by security staff.
In fact, it is unlikely to monitor all the cameras in a non-automatic fashion. In order
to reduce human labor, people are aiming to design intelligent surveillance systems,
which are able to accomplish various detection and recognition tasks in an automatic
way. Pedestrian detection plays an important part for such systems and, the position
information of persons can be used as basic cues for further analysis of abnormal
events, such as robbery, stealing or running red lights.
• Human-robot interaction: In the early days of artificial intelligence, robots are de-
signed to execute heavy, tedious or dangerous tasks, in some specific environments
where people seldom appear. But nowadays, people are expecting more intelligent
robots, which may serve people in a more direct way. For this purpose, human-robot
interaction is an important module to be developed. The basic premise of human-robot
interaction is to enable robots to accurately localize people walking around them. An
essential application may be robot navigation, where the location information of people
can be used to avoid collision. Moreover, people expect robots to carry out some more
advanced tasks, for instance, assisting people to move or deliver some objects, or even
serving people for dinner like waiters in restaurants. To accomplish these complex
3http://www.worldbank.org/html/fpd/transport/roads/safety.htm
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tasks, robots should be able to acquire detailed information about surrounding people,
such as locations, sizes, postures and so on.
Among the above three applications, the one of Advanced Driver Assistance Systems
(ADASs) is considered to be most challenging. This is because the outdoor scenario usually
consists of more complex background, and the moving camera causes significant changes
between two successive image frames, even in a short time slot. Both reasons result in
notable interference for people detection. By contrast, in the scenario of visual surveillance,
the camera is static and the background changes slightly over time; for the application of
human-robot interaction, the indoor scenario is usually less dynamic because robots generally
move slower than vehicles.
Therefore, we concentrate on the application of Advanced Driver Assistance Systems
(ADASs). Nevertheless, the technologies developed in this thesis are not restricted to traffic
scenes, but can be employed in other applications directly or after minor modification.
1.2 Challenges
Pedestrian detection in traffic scenes is a challenging task, not only because human physical
appearances, clothing, and postures can vary significantly; but also due to the variations
from the real-world environments. We briefly introduce the major variations involved in
both aspects.
Intra-class variations Pedestrians are of high intra-class variation, considerably more
significant than some other object categories, for example, cars or buildings. These intra-
class variations make it impossible to distinguish pedestrians from other objects by one
single cue, such as color or shape. In the following, we describe intra-class variations in
terms of appearances, clothing choices and postures respectively, and we also show some
examples in Figure 1.1.
• Appearances: People may look quite different from each other due to genetic prop-
erties, which cause various skin colors, hair colors, eye colors, and figures. One can
also change his or her original appearance using makeup skills, including changing
hair styles. Moreover, one individual usually show distinct appearances at different
ages. In Figure 1.1(a), people of different ages, genders and skin colors appear in one
single image.
• Clothing choices: People can choose clothes with a wide variety of colors, textures
and styles. Sometimes, people also wear different accessories, such as jewelries or
handbags. All the above factors lead to few uniform colors or textures in the internal
regions of human bodies. Accordingly, [Dalal and Triggs, 2005] pointed out that
‘‘internal regions are unreliable cues”.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 1.1: Examples of pedestrian intra-class variations. (a) People with different appearances. Significant
differences between female and male; between young and old. (b) The color of people’s clothes can be bright
or dark; the style can be long or short. (c) People leaning against a wall show a rather different posture from
people walking or standing as shown in (a) and (b).
• Postures: Another source of variations originates from postures the human body
exhibits. Pedestrians can be walking across the street, standing at the traffic lights, or
leaning against a wall. Since human bodies are non-rigid, a huge number of postures
are likely to appear. Each posture shows an identical shape, so people of dissimilar
postures look quite different from each other. This means we have to be careful while
using shape descriptors for people detection.
Environment variations Urban traffic environment is very complex and less constrained,
usually consisting of various object categories, for example, vehicles, buildings, plants,
pets, and people. Moreover, the locations of pedestrians relative to the camera result in
different viewpoints, occlusion conditions or scales, and thus is also an important factor
which determines how pedestrians look in the image or video data.
• Dynamic background: When the camera moves with the vehicle driving, the back-
ground becomes dynamic. Compared to a static scenario, where the background
can be modeled and moving objects can be easily found by background subtraction,
dynamic background is more challenging, because each object may change its location
and appearance between two successive frames even in a rather tiny time slot. One
may suggest removing the effect of camera motion by employing affine theories, but
unfortunately it is a very difficult task especially when the vehicle is driving with a
high speed. To this end, it is rather challenging to make use of motion information for
pedestrian detection.
• Viewpoints: Basically, viewpoints are determined by the relative location between
camera and observed people. In most cases, objects exhibit different appearances
when seen from different viewpoints. For example, cars look much wider when seen
from the left or right side than seen from the front or back. Fortunately, the aspect
ratio of pedestrians is less viewpoint relevant than cars. However, different viewpoints
5
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.2: Examples of pedestrians from different viewpoints. Walking pedestrians show large angles between
two legs when seen from the side view.
still cause different appearances. For example, we observe larger angles between two
legs of walking pedestrians from the side view than from the front or back view. We
show two examples in Figure 1.2. Moreover, the shoulder looks wider from the front
or back view than from the side view.
• Occlusion: In urban traffic scenes, occlusion is very common. Pedestrians can be
occluded by other objects or even neighboring pedestrians in a crowded scene. In
the first situation, the missing body parts usually change the overall appearance. For
example, in Figure 1.3(a), the whole right body part of one pedestrian is occluded by a
tree, which makes this pedestrian looks different from other pedestrians in the same
image. For those classifiers trained with unoccluded pedestrians, it may be recognized
as a non-pedestrian object, thus resulting in high miss rates. In the second case, when
several pedestrians are highly overlapped, as shown in Figure 1.3(b), it is difficult to
infer each body part belongs to which person. Sometimes, a group of pedestrians are
recognized as a single one, while sometimes more hypotheses are made.
• Scales: The object scale mainly depends on the distance between the observed object
and the camera, assuming that we ignore the individual difference in height, which
is not significant for pedestrians. In this way, those pedestrians which are far away
from the camera show fewer pixels than the closer ones in image data. The challenges
are twofold. First, some important cues such as connections between body parts may
become vague when the number of pixels goes under a certain threshold. Sometimes,
we can only see a silhouette, which is even difficult for humans to recognize and is
easily to be recognized as a tree at some cases. Second, for sliding window approaches,
we have to exhaustively search over scales in order to find pedestrians of different
scales. As shown in Figure 1.4, those pedestrians close to the camera are almost ten
times bigger than the distant ones.
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.3: Examples of pedestrians under occlusion. In (a), a pedestrian is occluded by a tree; in (b), multiple
pedestrians are walking close to each other, resulting in the distant one being severely occluded by the closer
ones.
(a) (b)
Figure 1.4: Examples of pedestrians of different scales. Generally, those pedestrians which are far away from
the camera, are of smaller scales, and vice versa.
1.3 Contributions of the Thesis
This thesis investigates the challenging problem of pedestrian detection in urban traffic
scenes, and proposes novel methods of interpreting the characteristics of pedestrians in three
different aspects -shape, cognition and motion, respectively- to enable efficient pedestrian
detection.
Shape plays an important role for object detection. On one hand, objects from different
categories show different shapes on images; on the other hand, different object instances from
the same category generally share some common shape. Through observing a large number
of pedestrian images, we find that for pedestrians, the common shape of up-right human
body is a distinct characteristic, which not only makes the problem of pedestrian detection
7
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much easier than general person detection, but also distinguishes pedestrians from other
objects in urban traffic scenes. Therefore, we look into how to employ this characteristic for
more effective pedestrian detection.
To reach or even go beyond human-like recognition is the final goal for intelligent vision
systems. Aiming at designing a successful pedestrian detector, which is capable of finding
pedestrians as accurate and fast as humans, it is worthwhile to study how human visual
systems process visual data and localize objects they are interested in. In this way, we try to
design a cognition system for pedestrian detection. By studying the mechanisms of cognition
systems, we find the center-surround mechanism for salient object detection very attractive.
More deep discussions can be found in [Klein and Frintrop, 2011]. The salient objects are
accordingly defined as pedestrians for a pedestrian detection system, where employing the
center-surround mechanism for feature design is a direct way to emulate a top-down saliency
system.
Motion is also an important cue but has not yet been widely used for pedestrian detection.
Unlike the shape cue, which represents spatial information; motion describes the temporal
information across successive image frames. We raise three questions: (1) For which purpose
can we use motion information? (2) How to interpret temporal information in a reasonable
way? (3) Does motion information produce improvements while integrated with spatial
information? To answer the above questions, we found out distinct inter-class and intra-class
characteristics for pedestrians by observing a large number of motion maps, represented by
optical flow vectors. These findings inspire us to solve a more specific problem of moving
pedestrian detection.
In the following, we briefly outline the main contributions of this thesis in a more technical
way.
• In Chapter 3, ‘‘Informed Multi-channel Haar-like Features’’, we propose a statisti-
cal shape model for the up-right human body. Then we design informed Haar-like
features tailored to this shape model, so as to represent the special shape structure
in terms of local difference. In order to generate more robust descriptors for local
difference, we consider multiple image channels, including colors, gradient magni-
tude and histograms of oriented gradients. We also introduce a ternary modality as
supplementary to the traditional binary modality, so as to represent more complicated
geometric configurations. These informed features avoid exhaustive searches over
all possible configurations and neither rely on a random sampling of a rectangular
feature space, thus marking a middle ground. The presented experimental results
show that our features reach and surpass state-of-the-art performance and are robust
to occlusions. Moreover, our features require less memory and computational time
for training than recently proposed competitive detectors, and are expected to reach
real-time performance with GPU computation.
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• In Chapter 4, ‘‘Center-surround Contrast Features’’, we propose local contrast features
motivated by the center-surround mechanism in human visual systems, and tune them
to respond to the appearance of pedestrians. Unlike previous methods, where contrasts
are computed pixel by pixel, we consider contrast values for each region, which is
represented by a statistical descriptor instead of by image channel values directly. In
order to integrate richer information regarding local difference, we introduce multi-
directional contrast vectors, which treat surrounding cells individually rather than
as a whole. Another important task is to choose a reasonable distance measurement
for those region descriptors. We make a comprehensive comparison of descriptor-
distance combinations and find out the optimal one from experiments. Similar to most
saliency detection systems, we build a contrast pyramid, representing coarse-to-fine
local difference, by varying the cell size.
• In Chapter 5, ‘‘Fast Moving Pedestrian Detection Based on Motion Analysis’’, we
focus on a more specific task of detecting moving pedestrians, which is an interesting
subset for the application of ADASs. Motion information is used in two different
ways. On one hand, we implement graph based segmentation on two-dimensional
optical flow maps to select regions of interest (ROIs) and select moving objects by
blob analysis. On the other hand, since we observe distinct magnitude maps of moving
pedestrians from other moving objects, we design motion self difference features
accordingly. Finally, to integrate different categories of features into one learning
framework, we introduce a two-layer scheme for more reliable classification.
Our approaches achieve and surpass state-of-the-art results from experiments on differ-
ent data sets. In the following, we summarize some lessons we have learned from our
investigation. These notes may be instructive for future research.
• Prior knowledge is more powerful than we thought. In Chapter 3, ‘‘Informed Multi-
channel Haar-like Features’’, we obtain surprisingly better results than the baseline
detector by exploiting prior knowledge for feature design. In fact, prior knowledge
enables us to better understand the data we need to handle and thus enhance the
capability of recognition. Therefore, it is worthwhile to study how to employ prior
knowledge more extensively in the future.
• Mechanisms of human visual systems are helpful for designing more effective intelli-
gent vision systems. This has been recognized by researchers many years ago, but it
is still an open question regarding how to integrate these mechanisms with existing
computer vision and pattern recognition techniques in an appropriate way.
• Features versus learning methods. There is a debate on which is more important for a
successful pedestrian detector: features, or learning methods. In this thesis, we mainly
work on feature design, and we find that our methods employing carefully designed
features outperform those using rather complex learning techniques. This success
indicates that designing features adhere to the statistics of given data is a promising
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direction and is expected to achieve even better performance.
1.4 Structure of the Thesis
In the next part, Chapter 2, ‘‘State of the Art’’, we first review the literature, especially
focusing on the features that have been used for pedestrian detection in the last decade,
followed by a comparison of several state-of-the-art detectors. Then, we introduce several
public pedestrian data sets along with experiment settings used in this thesis.
In the subsequent chapters, we cover our contributions in more detail and present exper-
imental results, which exemplarily show the claimed improvements with respect to the
state-of-the-art performance on standard public data sets.
In Chapter 3, ‘‘Informed Multi-channel Haar-like Features’’, we investigate compact feature
representations based on a statistical shape model.
In Chapter 4, ‘‘Center-surround Contrast Features’’, we propose cognitive vision driven
center-surround contrast features. Seeking the strongest feature scheme, extensive experi-
ments on various region descriptors and contrast measurements are implemented.
The following Chapter 5, ‘‘Fast Moving Pedestrian Detection Based on Motion Analysis’’ is
then concerned with how to use motion cues for moving pedestrian detection.
At the end of each chapter, we give a summary and point to future directions of research on
top of the presented approaches.
Chapter 6, ‘‘Conclusions’’ wraps up the thesis by emphasizing the main insights and by
giving prospects of future work and open research questions.
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State of the Art
Vision-based pedestrian detection attracts increasing attention in academic communities
in recent years. This chapter covers recent improvements in this field in terms of not only
novel approaches being proposed, but also standard public benchmarks being established for
experiments.
In the first part of this chapter, Section 2.1, ‘‘Literature Review’’, we review recent literature,
focusing on features proposed for pedestrian detection, and also make a comparison of
several state-of-the-art detectors. The second part of this chapter, Section 2.2, ‘‘Pedestrian
Data Sets’’ introduces three public pedestrian data sets, which are widely used by recent
detectors and also used in this thesis. Afterwards, in Section 2.3, ‘‘Experiment Settings’’,
we explain the evaluation criteria used in our experiments, which are widely accepted in this
area.
2.1 Literature Review
Since the 1990s, an enormous amount of literature has been published on the topic of
pedestrian detection in the computer vision and pattern recognition communities. This
is not only due to its considerable practical interest, but also because there are still many
challenging problems to solve. An early prototype system was proposed as the PROTECTOR
system in [Gavrila et al., 2004]. After that, more and more improvements to different system
components were introduced. However, the state-of-the-art performance is still quite far
from comprehensive real world applications.
In recent years, several survey papers provided reviews of the state of the art with different
focuses. [Dolla´r et al., 2011] compared several pedestrian data sets in terms of pedestrian
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scale, occlusion condition and some other important properties. In addition, they evaluated
eight most popular detectors by testing them on different data sets. In contrast, [Geronimo
et al., 2010] decomposed an entire pedestrian detection system into several components and
evaluated various algorithms for each component. A similar attempt is made in [Enzweiler
and Gavrila, 2009], which also contained a corresponding experimental study. [Munder and
Gavrila, 2006] examined multiple feature-classifier combinations with respect to their per-
formance and efficiency. [Gandhi and Trivedi, 2007] described several pedestrian detection
systems which employ different kinds of sensors, not restricted to cameras.
In this section, we review the literature with a focus on feature extraction, in accordance
with the main concern of this thesis. Moreover, we compare several popular state-of-the-art
detectors in terms of features, learning methods and context information. Some of these
detectors are considered as strong baselines for comparisons in the following chapters.
2.1.1 Features for Pedestrian Detection
Inspired by scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) descriptors [Lowe, 2004], Histograms
of Oriented Gradients (HOGs) were introduced in [Dalal and Triggs, 2005], considered as
arguably the most popular features for visual pedestrian detection. By successfully integrating
rich gradients of the special head-shoulder shape in human body, HOG features brought
about significant improvements and therefore establish an important baseline. Afterwards,
many variants of HOGs were proposed. [Zhu et al., 2006] designed a much larger set of
blocks that vary in size, location and aspect ratio, and then used AdaBoost [Freund and
Schapire, 1997] to select the most discriminative blocks for detection. A similar approach
can be found in [Zini and Odone, 2011]. [Ye et al., 2010] proposed a set of multi-scale
orientation features, consisting of coarse and fine HOG-like features. Dominant Orientation
Templates(DOT) [Hinterstoisser et al., 2010] were suggested to be explicitly invariant to
small translations, because they relied on locally dominant orientations, instead of local
histograms. [Tang et al., 2012] presented a new pedestrian detection method applying
random forests [Breiman, 2001] on DOT [Hinterstoisser et al., 2010] to achieve state-of-
the-art accuracy, and more important, to accelerate runtime speed. [Lin and Davis, 2008]
proposed a shape invariant global descriptor, computed from low level features of HOGs, for
classifying human/non-human image patterns. [Li et al., 2008] introduced spatial histograms
of oriented gradients features consisting of marginal distributions of an image over local and
global patches, which preserved shape and contour of pedestrians simultaneously.
In order to improve performance, other researchers tried to combine HOGs with other
features. HOG features were combined with Local Binary Pattern (LBP) features [Ojala
et al., 1996] in order to cope with partial occlusions [Wang and Han, 2009][HogLbp]; spatial
and temporal ‘‘granularity-tunable” features were proposed in [Liu et al., 2009], which
combined a family of descriptors ranging from edgelets to HOGs; self-similarity features
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[Walk et al., 2010] related to color channels [MultiFtr+CSS] as well as motion features
[MultiFtr+Motion] were combined with HOG features in order to better interpret the global
difference in terms of spatial and temporal information all over the human body.
Deviating from the popular framework of ‘‘HOG+SVM’’ computations, another strong
baseline [ChnFtrs] was proposed in [Dolla´r et al., 2009a], which applied integral channel
features with respect to colors, gradient magnitudes and histograms of oriented gradients.
At that time, [ChnFtrs] outperformed previous detectors significantly in terms of both
detection accuracy and efficiency. An immediate extension to this approach has been called
the ‘‘Fastest Pedestrian Detection in the West’’ [FPDW] [Dolla´r and Perona, 2010], which
enabled real-time multi-scale detection, through approximating channel values of neighboring
scales inside each octave. Later, many new variants [Benenson et al., 2012, Dolla´r et al.,
2012] emerged and several authors obtained even better performance by extending the feature
pool in various ways. [Benenson et al., 2013] [Roerei] used irregular rectangles resulting in
a 748, 080 dimensional feature pool; [Lim et al., 2013] [SketchTokens] added self-similarity
features, yielding a 3, 202, 500 dimensional feature vector. Due to the extreme sizes of these
feature pools, both corresponding detectors require powerful computing hardware and large
amounts of memory at training time.
Haar-like features became well-known after a Haar wavelets based system for object detec-
tion was proposed in [Papageorgiou and Poggio, 2000]. The epitome of such approaches
is found in the work [Viola and Jones, 2004] who used Haar-like features in combination
with boosting algorithms to build a successful face detector. In fact, an early attempt of Haar
wavelets for pedestrian detection can be found in [Oren et al., 1997] where it was demon-
strated that wavelet templates can be used to define the shape of an object. [Alonso et al.,
2007] evaluated Haar wavelets and other features, for example, gradients, co-occurrence
matrix, to find the most appropriate features for each body part. Unfortunately, Haar-like
features, considered as second-order channel features [Dolla´r et al., 2009a], are not as suc-
cessful as HOGs and are often discarded in pedestrian detection as they seem not to improve
performance when combined with first-order channel features. In a closer analysis as to
possible reasons for this behavior, we found that Haar-like templates that perform well for
face detection are not necessarily suited for pedestrian detection but may fail to capture
visual characteristics of human body.
Shape is another important cue for pedestrian detection. Different shape representations
have been proposed for the specific human body shape. [Broggi et al., 2000] represented
pedestrians mainly using vertical edges with a strong symmetry with respect to the vertical
axis. [Wu and Nevatia, 2007] applied a large pool of short lines and curve segments,
namely edgelet features, to represent characteristic shapes locally; more globally, shapelets
[Sabzmeydani and Mori, 2007] were introduced as shape descriptors learned from gradients
on local patches. [Bourdev and Malik, 2009] introduced a new notion of parts and poselets,
constructed to be tightly clustered both in the configuration space of key points, as well as
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in the appearance space of image patches. Then [Bourdev et al., 2010] employed only 2D
annotations of key points and used the pattern of poselet activations for people detection.
[Pishchulin et al., 2011] explored the possibility to use a 3D human shape and pose model
from computer graphics to add relevant shape information for learning more powerful people
detection models. Besides using shape features for classification, some researchers directly
applied shape matching methods for detection. [Gavrila and Munder, 2007] applied the
Hausdorff distance transform and a template hierarchy to rapidly match image edges to a
set of shape templates. The proposed method in [Jiang, 2012] directly matched body parts
to image regions which were obtained from object independent proposals and successively
merged superpixels. Another way is to use shape prior to select the candidate regions, which
may contain pedestrians. [Gavrila, 2000] proposed contour features, which were used in
a hierarchical template matching approach to efficiently “lock” onto candidate solutions.
[Bertozzi et al., 2003] selected interesting regions likely to contain pedestrians by searching
for specific characteristics of pedestrians such as vertical symmetry and strong presence of
edges.
Texture features interpret local difference patterns and have also been used for pedestrian
detection. [Mu et al., 2008] investigated Local Binary Pattern (LBP) features [Ojala et al.,
1996] for person detection and proposed two variants of the original LBP: Semantic-LBP
and Fourier-LBP. [Zheng et al., 2011] presented a novel feature, termed pyramid center-
symmetric local binary/ternary patterns (pyramid CS-LBP/LTP) to capture richer gradient
information.
Some researchers explored other kinds of features. [Hong et al., 2010] proposed sigma
set implicitly encoding second order statistics of an image region in the form of a point
set. [Ren and Ramanan, 2013] computed sparse codes with dictionaries learned from data
using K-SVD [Aharon et al., 2006], and aggregated per-pixel sparse codes to form local
Histograms of Sparse Codes (HSC).
When it comes to image sequences, motion is another important cue for pedestrian detection.
Unlike spatial features, temporal features have not been extensively investigated especially
for dynamic scenes, due to significant camera motion, which is difficult to remove. [Viola
et al., 2005] employed Haar-like templates on multiple temporal difference images to interpret
local difference regarding human body motion, however, this method is restricted to static
scenarios. [Jones and Snow, 2008] extended the above work by using more frames as input
to the detector thus allowing for a more thorough analysis of motion. [Yamauchi et al., 2008]
proposed new spatio-temporal features, representing the state of each pixel as stationary or
transient. [Dalal et al., 2006] proposed HOG-like motion features, namely HOF (Histogram
Of Flow), based on gradients computed on optical flow field. Afterwards, [Walk et al.,
2010] proposed a number of modifications to HOF features, which modestly improved the
performance. More recently, [Park et al., 2013] computed temporal differences as features,
following weak stabilization based on coarse optical flow estimation over multiple frames.
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Table 2.1: Comprehensive comparison of state-of-the-art pedestrian detectors. Detectors are ordered by the
years they were proposed. Each row in this table summarizes information as to features, learning methods, and
context information used in a particular approach.
Detector Features Learning Context
H
O
G
s
gradients
grayscale
color
texture
self-sim
ilarity
m
otion
classifiers
partbased
VJ [Viola and Jones, 2004] × × √ × × × × AdaBoost × ×
HOG [Dalal and Triggs, 2005]
√ × × × × × × linear SVM × ×
Shapelet [Sabzmeydani and Mori, 2007] × √ × × × × × AdaBoost × ×
MultiFtr [Wojek and Schiele, 2008]
√ × √ × × × × AdaBoost × ×
HikSvm [Maji et al., 2008]
√ × × × × × × HIK SVM × ×
LatSvm-V1 [Felzenszwalb et al., 2008]
√ × × × × × × latent SVM √ ×
PLS [Schwartz et al., 2009]
√ × × √ √ × × PLS+QDA × ×
HogLbp [Wang and Han, 2009]
√ × × × √ × × linear SVM × ×
ChnFtrs [Dolla´r et al., 2009a]
√ √ √ √ × × × AdaBoost × ×
MultiFtr+CSS [Walk et al., 2010]
√ × × × √ √ × AdaBoost × ×
MultiFtr+Motion [Walk et al., 2010]
√ × × × √ √ √ linear SVM × ×
LatSvm-V2 [Felzenszwalb et al., 2010]
√ × × × × × × latent SVM √ ×
FeatSynth [Bar-Hillel et al., 2010]
√ × × × √ × × linear SVM √ ×
MultiResC [Park et al., 2010]
√ × × × × × × latent SVM × ×
CrossTalk [Dolla´r et al., 2012]
√ √ √ √ × × × AdaBoost × ×
VeryFast [Benenson et al., 2012]
√ √ √ √ × × × AdaBoost × ×
DBN-Isol [Ouyang and Wang, 2012]
√ × × × × × × DeepNet √ ×
AFS+Geo [Levi et al., 2013]
√ × × × √ × × linear SVM √ ×
MT-DPM+Context [Yan et al., 2013]
√ × × × × × × latent SVM √ √
DBN-Mut [Ouyang et al., 2013]
√ × × × × × × DeepNet √ ×
SketchTokens [Lim et al., 2013]
√ √ √ √ × × × AdaBoost × ×
Roerei [Benenson et al., 2013]
√ √ √ √ × × × AdaBoost × ×
ACF+SDt [Park et al., 2013]
√ √ √ √ × × √ AdaBoost × ×
Aiming for more efficient training and testing, feature dimensionality reduction is a good
solution in many cases. [Felzenszwalb et al., 2010] applied Principal Component Analysis
(PCA) [Pearson, 1901] on HOGs and found that the top 11 eigenvectors captured essentially
all the information of a 36-dimensional HOG feature. Alternatively, [Schwartz et al., 2009]
applied Partial Least Squares (PLS) [Wold, 1985] on HOG features. [Hussain et al., 2010]
employed PLS on a large feature pool, consisting of HOGs, LBP and LTP.
2.1.2 Comparison of State-of-the-art Detectors
For the purpose of investigating the research trend of pedestrian detectors, we make a
comprehensive comparison of state-of-the-art pedestrian detectors in Table 2.1. We chose 23
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state-of-the-art pedestrian detectors proposed between year 2004 and 2013. These detectors
are representative for various lines of research, ensuring diversity. In addition, their original
performance is publicly available, enabling comparisons for experiments in the following
chapters.
In Table 2.1, we compare the detectors in terms of features, classifiers, part-based models,
and context information, respectively. In the following, we discuss our insights regarding
the above aspects.
• Features: Almost all the detectors use HOGs but in different ways. Some detectors
use HOGs as their only features, while others combined HOGs with other features.
Therefore, HOGs are considered as the most popular features for pedestrian detection
in the last decade. In contrast to spatial features, motion information is rarely used.
One reason may be that it is computationally expensive to obtain an accurate and
dense optical flow map, which directly describes the motion between two successive
frames. On the other hand, it is still an open question how to design motion based
features, which provide rather different information from colors or gradients. We also
find that recent proposed detectors tend to use multiple features in order to integrate
richer information.
• Classifiers: Consistent with the original [HOG] detector, Support Vector Machines
(SVMs) [Cortes and Vapnik, 1995] are used by those detectors which only use HOGs
for classification. Linear kernel is used more often due to its efficiency. Histogram
intersection kernel SVMs introduced by [HikSvm] [Maji et al., 2008] prove to be more
efficient than other non-linear kernels. Latent SVMs were first introduced by [LatSvm-
V1] [Felzenszwalb et al., 2008] for partially labeled data training. More recently, deep
learning algorithms [Bengio et al., 2013] were employed by [DBN-Isol] [Ouyang and
Wang, 2012] and [DBN-Mut] [Ouyang et al., 2013], adaptive to multi-layer part-based
models. By contrast, multi-feature based detectors usually use ‘‘Adaptive Boosting”
(AdaBoost) algorithm [Freund and Schapire, 1997]. This is because AdaBoost is more
efficient to select the most discriminative features from a large feature pool.
• Part-based models: The purpose of learning with part-based models is to ensure ro-
bust detection of deformable objects, especially under occlusion [Agarwal et al., 2004].
Various strategies have been proposed by different researchers. Unlike [LatSvm-
V1][Felzenszwalb et al., 2008] and [LatSvm-V2] [Felzenszwalb et al., 2010], which
generated the final detection score from the root filter and several pre-defined part
filters, [FeatSynth] [Bar-Hillel et al., 2010] randomly selected image patches as parts,
and applied feature selection to select representative features extracted from those
parts. Furthermore, [DBN-Isol] [Ouyang and Wang, 2012] and [DBN-Mut] [Ouyang
et al., 2013] investigated the challenging problem of modeling the relationship of the
visibilities of different parts and combining the responses of part detectors. However,
a recent study of finding the weakest link in person detectors [Parikh and Zitnick,
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2011] shows that the performance of a detector is more significantly affected by the
part detectors than by the use of human or machine spatial models.
• Context: It is efficient to use context information as prior knowledge to restrict
locations of pedestrians. [Ma et al., 2010] applied notions such as corner, motion, and
appearance to localize pedestrians in far-field videos without performing brute-force-
search. The corners direct attention to a set of conspicuous locations as the starting
points for searching. And motion detection restricts the searching area within the
foreground mask. [Wang and Wang, 2011] proposed a new framework of adapting
a pre-trained generic pedestrian detector to a specific traffic scene by automatically
selecting both confident positive and negative examples from the target scene to
re-train the detector iteratively. [Wang et al., 2012] took the context information from
motions, scene structures and scene geometry as the confidence scores of samples
from the target scene to guide transfer learning. [Yan et al., 2013] built a context
model to suppress false positives according to the pedestrian-vehicle relationship in
traffic scenes.
In addition, we briefly introduce several other detectors which employ different complex
models for detection. [Elzein et al., 2003] applied a wavelet transform computed on the
video frames, and multi-stage template matching to determine whether or not a pedestrian is
present in the current frame. [Shashua et al., 2004] proposed an approach for single-frame
classification based on a novel scheme of breaking down the class variability by repeatedly
training a set of relatively simple classifiers on clusters of the training set. [Leibe et al., 2005]
combined the local information from sampled appearance features with global cues about
silhouette via a probabilistic top-down segmentation. [Andriluka et al., 2008] detected the
approximate articulation of each person in every frame based on local features that modeled
the appearance of individual body parts. Prior knowledge on possible articulations and
temporal coherency within a walking cycle were modeled using a hierarchical Gaussian
process latent variable model (hGPLVM) [Lawrence and Moore, 2007].
To briefly summarize, it is promising to integrate multiple features, with respect to colors,
gradients and motion, and apply the AdaBoost algorithm for fast training and real-time testing.
Moreover, learning with part-based models is an effective way for occlusion handling, given
the robust detection for each body part.
2.2 Pedestrian Data Sets
In this section, we introduce several standard pedestrian benchmarks, which are popular in
the field of pedestrian detection and are used for experiments in this thesis. The Caltech,
KITTI and Daimler Mono data sets comprise mobile videos, while the INRIA data set only
consists of still images.
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2.2.1 INRIA
The INRIA pedestrian data set1 is arguably the most popular data set for people detection.
This data set was first used in the [HOG] detector [Dalal and Triggs, 2005], [Dalal, 2006]
and then widely tested by many later approaches.
The INRIA data set comes along with pre-defined subsets for training and testing. The
training subset is provided in two formats:
• Original images with annotations.
• Normalized samples of a uniform size of 96 × 160.
In the training set, there are 2, 416 positive samples, by mirroring from 1, 208 different
pedestrian images, all of which are cropped from 614 natural images; there are also 12, 180
negative samples, randomly cropped from 1, 218 natural images (10 samples per image),
where no pedestrian appears. In the test set, there are 288 positive samples, consisting of
single or multiple pedestrians; and 453 negative samples with no pedestrians. Consistent
with conventions in this area, test is only implemented on the positive samples.
2.2.2 Caltech
The Caltech pedestrian data set [Dolla´r et al., 2009b]2 is currently the largest and most
challenging data set for pedestrian detection. It consists of approximately 10 hours of
640 × 480 30Hz video taken from a vehicle driving through regular traffic in an urban
environment.
About 250, 000 frames with a total of 350, 000 bounding boxes and 2, 300 unique pedestri-
ans were annotated. The annotation includes temporal correspondence between bounding
boxes and detailed occlusion labels. Notably, this is currently the only pedestrian data set
which provides occlusion labels. These labels enable researchers to analyze their detectors’
performance under different occlusion levels.
The first six sets (set00-set05) are defined as training sets, each with 6-13 one-minute long
sequence files. The remaining five sets (set06-set10) are defined as testing data. Each set
comes along with full annotation information (see [Dolla´r et al., 2009b] for details).
1http://pascal.inrialpes.fr/data/human/
2http://www.vision.caltech.edu/Image_Datasets/CaltechPedestrians/
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2.2.3 KITTI
The KITTI vision benchmark suite [Geiger et al., 2012]3 is a new and large data set, providing
stereo image pairs and laser point clouds for a wide range of research interests, including:
stereo, optical flow, visual odometry, 3D object detection and 3D tracking.
This data set is captured by driving around the mid-size city of Karlsruhe, in rural areas and
on highways. It consists of 7, 481 training images and 7, 518 testing images, comprising a
total of 80, 256 labeled objects, including cars, cyclists and pedestrians. In our experiments,
we only use the left color images and pedestrian annotations.
2.2.4 Daimler Mono
‘‘Daimler mono pedestrian detection’’ benchmark [Enzweiler and Gavrila, 2009] 4 is captured
by a monochrome camera installed on a vehicle driving through urban environment. This
dataset consists of 21, 790 consecutive gray-scale frames (640 × 480 pixels), along with
56, 492 pedestrian annotations.
We use this data set for moving pedestrian detection in Chapter 5, ‘‘Fast Moving Pedestrian
Detection Based on Motion Analysis’’, because it is captured in an urban traffic environment,
and consists of a large number of moving pedestrians, who walk across or along the street.
However, annotations for moving pedestrians are not provided by the original data set.
Therefore, we manually determine each pedestrian annotation to be moving or static, through
observing multiple consecutive video frames before and after the current time point. Then we
add an additional label of ‘‘moving’’ to the ground truth data, so as to record the movement
status for each pedestrian annotation. We publish the re-annotated ground truth data at
http://www.iai.uni-bonn.de/˜zhangs/ for public interests.
2.3 Experiment Settings
In this section, we explain evaluation protocols used for experiments in this thesis. These
protocols are identical to those explained in [Dolla´r et al., 2011], and are widely accepted in
this field.
Ground truth regulation: The ground truth data is regulated in the following two ways.
3http://www.cvlibs.net/datasets/kitti/eval_object.php
4http://www.gavrila.net/Research/Pedestrian_Detection/Daimler_Pedestrian_Benchmark_
D/Daimler_Mono_Ped__Detection_Be/daimler_mono_ped__detection_be.html/
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INRIA Caltech KITTI Daimler Mono
Properties
imaging setup photo mobile mobile+stereo mobile
color images
√ √ √ ×
video seqs. × √ √ √
occlusion labels × √ × ×
Training
# pedestrians 1208 192k 1800 15.6k
# pos. images 614 67k 3471 -
# neg. images 1218 61k - 6.7k
Testing
# pedestrians 566 155k 1962 56.5k
# pos. images 288 65k 3470 21.8k
# neg. images 453 56k - -
Table 2.2: Statistics of pedestrian data sets used for experiments [Dolla´r et al., 2011].
• Ignored data selection: For each experiment, a subset of all ground truth data is
considered according to its specific purpose. Outliers are marked with an ignore
label, which means they need not be matched, however, matches are not considered as
mistakes either. We specify four settings used in this thesis as follows: (1) Reasonable:
only pedestrians at a resolution of over 50 pixels in height and a visibility of more than
65% are considered. This setting is generally applied without special instructions. (2)
No occlusion: pedestrians with 100% visibility are considered. (3) Partial occlusion:
pedestrians with more than 65% visibility are considered. (4) Heavy occlusion:
pedestrians with 20% - 65% visibility are considered.
• Aspect ratio standardization: Because most of the detectors use windows with a
common aspect ratio of 0.5, it is important that the ground truth is annotated in the
same way to obtain meaningful performances [Dolla´r et al., 2011]. We standardize all
ground truth bounding boxes by keeping the original height and center while adjusting
the width. From our observation, performance of different detectors stays stable for
various choices of the aspect ratio.
Detection results filtering: Detection results are filtered out using an expanded filtering
method [Dolla´r et al., 2011], so that detection results far outside the evaluation scale range
should not be considered. When evaluating a scale range of [S 1, S 2], only detections in
[S 1/ξ, S 2ξ] are considered for evaluation. In our evaluation, we set ξ = 1.25.
Matching rules: Filtered ground truth bounding boxes and detection results bounding boxes
are annotated by Bgt, and Bdt respectively. A detected bounding box and a ground truth
bounding box match if and only if the ratio of overlap to the union of their areas exceeds a
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given threshold of 0.5 [Dolla´r et al., 2011]:
match(Bdt, Bgt) =
area(Bdt) ∩ area(Bgt)
area(Bdt) ∪ area(Bgt)
!
> 0.5 . (2.1)
Performance measurements: We perform full image evaluation instead of per-window
evaluation as the former one provides a natural measure of error of an overall detection
system. In order to compare different detectors, we plot miss rate against false positives
per image (FPPI) curves in logarithmic scales by varying the threshold on the detection
confidence of the classifiers. We only plot the curves in FPPI range between (−∞, 100]
as more than 100 FPPI is unacceptable for intelligent vehicle applications. In addition to
these miss rate vs. FPPI curves, we calculate a single, numerical measurement to summarize
the overall performance. We use the log-average miss rate [Dolla´r et al., 2011], which
is computed by averaging the miss rates at nine FPPI rates evenly sampled in log-space
in the range of [10−2, 100]. This log-average miss rate generally gives a more stable and
informative assessment of the overall performance for different detectors than the single
miss rate at 10−1 FPPI [Dolla´r et al., 2011].
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Chapter3
Informed Multi-channel Haar-like
Features
Feature design is of major importance for pedestrian detection. Over the last decade,
significant efforts have been made towards the design of new features [Dalal and Triggs,
2005, Dalal et al., 2006, Kao et al., 2012, Walk et al., 2010]. Yet, from looking at the
recent literature, it seems that there is a significant general trend: huge feature pools and
high dimensional feature vectors are becoming increasingly popular, mainly because they
produce reasonable performance by simple integration with classic learning methods, such
as boosting, which offers a convenient and efficient way to select from a large number
of candidate features. In the future, even better performance is expected by employing
complicated models for handling variation from viewpoints, body parts, occlusions, or
context.
Unfortunately, ‘‘There’s no such thing as a free lunch’’. Approaches employing a huge
feature pool require a large amount of memory and computational time during training;
moreover, they rely on the availability of powerful computers and GPU computation to
enable real-time applications. Addressing this problem, we aim at more compact features
which require less memory and computational costs yet guarantee reasonable and robust
performance.
We observe that pedestrians generally show a common appearance of up-right human body,
which is very distinguishable from other objects. Our motivation is to design informed
features by exploiting this characteristic. We looked into prior work on detecting objects of
relatively low intra-class variability and noticed the significant success of cascaded Haar-like
This work has been partially published in [Zhang et al., 2014a,b].
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Figure 3.1: Overview of pedestrian detection based on informed Haar-like features. The dotted blue bounding
box indicates the off-line procedure.
features [Viola and Jones, 2004] on face detection. This indicates that Haar-like features may
be an appropriate solution to our problem, because human faces also exhibit a uniform shape
structure. However, we note that Haar-like features are not as successful as HOGs and are
often discarded in the field of pedestrian detection. Closely analyzing possible reasons for
this behavior, we found that Haar-like templates that simply designed for face detection are
not necessarily suited for pedestrian detection but may fail to represent shape characteristics
of human body, which is obviously more complex than face shape pattern. As a remedy, we
propose to design particular Haar-like templates tailored to up-right human body shapes.
The procedure of our pedestrian detector employing informed Haar-like features is shown in
Figure 3.1, where we provide three major contributions:
Statistical pedestrian shape model: From an average gradient image computed from
statistical data, we find that up-right walking pedestrians share a common visual appearance
especially with respect to the geometry of the head and shoulder area of the body. We model
pedestrian shape in terms of three rectangles geared towards distinct body parts -- head,
upper body and lower body.
Multi-modal Haar-like template pool: Based on the pedestrian shape model, we design a
pool of templates that is better tailored to the common pedestrian shape and thus leads to
better performance than previous Haar-like templates; on the other hand, these templates only
constitute a small subset of all possible rectangular templates so they significantly reduce
training time and required memory. Besides the traditional binary modality, we introduce a
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ternary modality as a supplement. The ternary modality is specifically proposed to represent
corner regions found along the pedestrian shape model so as to enable rectangular features
to represent more complex geometric configurations.
Multi-channel Haar-like features: We apply all the templates on multiple image channel
maps, to incorporate rich information from given image data. The channels we consider
consist of not only colors but also gradient information. Therefore, our multi-channel
Haar-like features are more robust to variations of clothes and illuminations.
This chapter contains a description of feature extraction in Section 3.1, ‘‘Feature Extraction’’,
and our feature selection scheme in Section 3.2, ‘‘Classification’’. A thorough set of
experiments is presented in Section 3.3, ‘‘Experiments’’, where the impact of different
parameters is investigated and extensive comparisons to state-of-the-art detectors from the
literature are made. Afterwards, we discuss several important issues regarding feature design
in Section 3.4, ‘‘Discussions’’. Finally, we summarize our contributions and findings and
point out several directions for future work in Section 3.5, ‘‘Summary’’.
3.1 Feature Extraction
In this section, we describe our feature extraction procedure. First, a statistical pedestrian
shape model is defined according to an average edge map computed from statistical image
data. Next, a multi-modal Haar-like template pool is generated by sliding rectangles of
different sizes all over the shape model. Afterwards, channel information in terms of colors
and gradients are computed directly or via various transformations from the input color
images. Finally, informed multi-channel Haar-like features are extracted by convolution
between templates and each channel map.
3.1.1 Statistical Pedestrian Shape Model
Through observing a large number of pedestrian images, we find that pedestrian bodies
share a common geometry structure. Then we try to corroborate this assumption based on
empirical data. We choose the INRIA pedestrian data set, which consists of cropped image
patches showing pedestrians scaled to a height of 96 pixels, and with 12 pixels padded in four
directions to include contextual information. Consequently, we perform a statistical analysis
on pedestrian images of 60 × 120 pixels. We compute an average gradient magnitude map
based on all sample images, regardless of viewpoints or postures. As shown in Figure 3.2,
the resulting average edge map clearly resembles a human body.
Typically, features derived from rectangular image regions can be computed efficiently
by employing integral images. Therefore, we decide to base our pedestrian detector on
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Figure 3.2: Procedure of our statistical pedestrian shape model (rightmost) generation. We collect all the
pedestrian sample images from the INRIA data set and compute an average edge map, as shown in the middle,
which is divided by rectangular cells. In this example, cell size is chosen to be 6 × 6 pixels. Three bounding
boxes approximately indicate the head, the upper body, and the lower body parts.
rectangular features. The edge map is then divided into square cells, whose sizes may vary.
Figure 3.2 shows an example of cells of 6 × 6 pixels. Given these grids of cells, the whole
body can be approximately divided into three distinct parts: the head, the upper body, and
the lower body. This is intended to increase robustness as the above three parts generally
exhibit different colors and textures in real world images. The boundaries of each part are
manually defined according to our prior knowledge on human body parts, as well as the
silhouette from the average gradient magnitude map. We vary these boundaries by choosing
different cell sizes. In order to obtain the optimal model, we implement experiments with
different cell sizes in Section 3.3, ‘‘Experiments’’.
3.1.2 Multi-modal Haar-like Template Pool
In this section, we describe how to generate a multi-modal Haar-like template pool based on
the pre-defined statistical pedestrian shape model discussed in Section 3.1.1, ‘‘Statistical
Pedestrian Shape Model’’.
We start with explaining the concept of modality. The modality of a Haar-like template is
determined by how many different weights are involved. For example, traditional Haar-like
features are referred to as a binary modality because they only carry two possible weights
(+1 and −1) for different rectangles. If one template carries three different weights, then it is
called a ternary template. We introduce the ternary modality because we find that binary
modality is not able to represent cusps or corner-like structures of the human silhouette.
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Assume that there are three distinct logical components such as, say, the head, the upper
body, and parts of the scene background involved in one rectangle, while we are interested
in computing the difference between any two of them at a time, we have to introduce a
third weight of 0 to assign to the ignored logical component. This strategy helps to keep
all the templates a uniform shape of rectangles, thus enabling subsequent efficient feature
computation. An example is given in Figure 3.3, where ternary 2 × 2 templates capture the
local geometry of the image region where head, shoulder, and background meet in joint
corners.
Since we employ both binary and ternary modalities, our template pool is multi-modal.
An illustration of our template pool generation procedure is shown in Figure 3.3. In the
following, we describe the whole procedure step by step in detail.
First, we define a size pool S as follows:
S = {(w, h) | w ≤ wm, h ≤ hm,w, h ∈ N+}, (3.1)
where w and h indicate the number of cells along horizontal and vertical directions of a
rectangular template; wm and hm are used to constrain the overall size of templates since we
focus on local image information. Note that our templates are constrained to be of rectangular
form, for the purpose of enabling convenient implementation and efficient computation.
Statistical variations are handled by using different modalities.
Second, we assign a logical label to each cell based on the pedestrian shape model. As shown
in Figure 3.2, images of pedestrians consist of four logical components: background, head,
upper body, and lower body. We assign each cell c(i, j) with one label L(i, j) according to
which logical component it belongs to.
Next, for each size in the size pool S , we slide a corresponding rectangular window over the
whole shape model to generate different templates at different positions. At a certain position
(x, y), we first decide the modality by analyzing how many different logical components are
involved in the rectangular window. If there are two components involved, the modality
is set to be binary and only one (
(
2
1
)
) template is generated; if there are three components
involved, the modality is set to be ternary and three (
(
3
2
)
) templates are generated. Note that
it is impossible to have four components in one rectangular window, given the shape model
and the constrained template size.
In the following, we denote a template as: t(x, y, (w, h),W) or in a slightly simplified way as:
t(x, y, s,W), s ∈ S , where x and y indicate the location of the left top cell of a template with
respect to the human shape model, w and h indicate the width and height of a template with
respect to cells, and W is a weight matrix with different values assigned to different logical
components.
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We note that redundancy may appear if we generate templates by employing Algorithm 1.
An example is shown in Figure 3.3. At position [4, 4], the 2 × 1 template is actually identical
to the third 2 × 2 template, although they are of different template sizes. The reason lies in
that the lower two cells of the 2 × 2 template are both assigned the weight of 0, which means
that only the upper two cells actually contribute to the feature response during computation,
so we can easily simplify it to a 2 × 1 template. In order to get rid of redundancy, once
another identical template is found in the template pool, the current template is discarded.
Here comes another problem: how to find out redundancy. We develop a simple method
to efficiently check for redundancy for each pair of templates, which locate at the same
position. Given two templates: t1(x, y, (w1, h1),W1) and t2(x, y, (w2, h2),W2) at the same
location (x, y), we define a maximal size smax(w, h):w = max(w1,w2)h = max(h1, h2). (3.2)
Then, we expand two weight matrices to a new size of smax(w, h), by filling blanks with a
weight of 0. Next, we simply implement a subtraction between two new weight matrices W′1
and W′2:
Wd = W′1 −W′2. (3.3)
Templates t1 and t2 are considered to be identical if and only if all the elements of the
difference matrix Wd are zero.
To enhance the robustness against individual differences, each template is shifted along four
directions with a step of one cell, resulting in a larger template pool. Therefore, for each
template t(x, y, s,W), the original template and a group of shifted templates are added to the
template pool. We denote this template group as follows:
t(x, y, s,W)
tL(x − 1, y, s,W)
tR(x + 1, y, s,W)
tU(x, y − 1, s,W)
tD(x, y + 1, s,W).
(3.4)
Notably, some templates at the border of the shape model are infeasible to be shifted along
four directions.
Finally, after redundancy removal and shifting, we obtain the full template pool as a set of
templates of various sizes, of two modalities and at different positions:
T = {(x, y, s,W) | x, y ∈ N, s ∈ S ,W ∈ R2}, (3.5)
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Algorithm 1 Generating templates for pedestrian shape model through sliding rectangles.
1: initialize template pool: T ← ∅;
2: for i = 1 to nS ize do
3: for x1 ∈ [1,width − wi] do
4: for y1 ∈ [1, height − hi] do
5: label = L(x1 : x1 + wi, y1 : y1 + hi);
6: if unique(label)==2 then
7: W(label == l1)← −1;
8: W(label == l2)← 1;
9: append (x1, y1, (wi, hi),W) to T ;
10: else if unique(label)==3 then
11: for iCase ∈ [1, 3] do
12: W(label == liCase)← 0;
13: W(label == l(iCase+1)%3)← −1;
14: W(label == l(iCase+2)%3)← 1;
15: append (x1, y1, (wi, hi),W) to T ;
16: end for
17: end if
18: end for
19: end for
20: end for
21: return T
where x and y indicate the location of each template with respect to the human shape model
and W is a weight matrix that is determined according to the matrix L of labels for all cells.
3.1.3 Multi-channel Cell Descriptor
Traditional Haar-like features usually compute the feature response only based on the
intensity values, yet we consider multiple image channels inspired by the success of integral
channel features [Dolla´r et al., 2009a]. The big advantage of employing multiple image
channels is to integrate richer information, for example, colors and gradient magnitude and
gradient orientations.
[Dolla´r et al., 2009a] implemented experiments using various combinations of image chan-
nels, and found that the optimal setting is to use a total of 10 different channels: 3 channels
for LUV colors, 1 channel for gradient magnitude information, and 6 channels for histograms
of oriented gradients. It is also reported in [Dolla´r et al., 2009a] that pre-smoothing on the
input image data with a binomial filter [Haddad, 1971] of radius 1, i. e. σ ≈ 0.87 improves
the performance, while post-smoothing on channel values has little effect on performance.
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Figure 3.3: Overview of our Haar-like template pool generation procedure. Note that the number array above
each template indicates the x, y coordinates of its left top cell with respect to the shape model; those templates at
[4, 4] and [2, 11] are of ternary modality, which are given the weights of +1, −1, and 0 to those white, black, and
red areas, respectively. An example of redundancy removal is given: two templates at the same location are
considered to be identical during redundancy check procedure, then one of them is discarded.
We use the above settings recommended by [Dolla´r et al., 2009a] as our default settings for
our primary experiments, but we still discuss in Section 3.3.1, ‘‘Parameter Settings’’ about
alternative settings to observe their effects on performance. This is not tedious but oppositely
necessary since our features consider local difference rather than absolute channel values. In
fact, we come to different conclusions for some parameters.
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3.1.4 Feature Matrix
Feature values are computed through convolution between each Haar-like template and all
channel maps. However, before implementing convolution, we should normalize the weight
matrix of each template by size, so as to avoid the effect of template sizes on the final output
feature values.
Assume that we are given a template denoted as t = (x, y, (w, h),W). We normalize the
weight matrix W for each template by first counting how many cells are assigned with the
weights of +1 and −1. Those frequencies are denoted as nadd and nsub, respectively. That is
to say, we have nadd additive cells and nsub subtractive cells. Then the normalized average
weight matrix can be computed using the following formula:
Wavg =
sgn(W)
nadd
+
sgn(−W)
nsub
. (3.6)
The final feature pool f consists of those feature values computed from all the templates
going through multiple image channels. Assume we have Nt templates in total and consider
Nc channels, the size of our feature pool is Nt × Nc. The feature value of any template
t(t < Nt) along any channel k(k < Nc) can then be computed as a weighted sum:
f (t, k) =
h∑
i=1
w∑
j=1
σ(x + i, y + j, k)Wavg(i, j), (3.7)
where, σ(i, j, k) denotes the local sum of cell(i, j) along channel k, which can be computed
very efficiently by employing integral images.
3.2 Classification
In order to choose an appropriate classification method, we first look into the characteristics
of our features. As proposed in Section 3.1, ‘‘Feature Extraction’’, our features are informed
Haar-like features built on multiple channels. The major difference from integral channel
features ([ChnFtrs] [Dolla´r et al., 2009a]) is that, our features interpret local difference
between rectangular regions in terms of local sums of channel values, while [ChnFtrs] only
considers local sums themselves.
We also analyze our feature size in the following. Given 6 × 6 cells and templates size
ranging from 1 × 2 to 4 × 3 cells, we obtain 266 identical templates at different locations
after redundancy removal. Shifting each template along 4 directions with a step of one cell
yields a template pool of 1276 (some shifts are not possible at image borders); considering
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10 channels, the final feature size is 12,760. Due to the large size of our features, we decide
to choose a boosting method for classification, since it offers a convenient and fast way to
select from a large number of candidate features. Although boosting algorithms are usually
efficient enough during testing and can be used for real-time applications, they are very time
consuming for training, especially when the feature pool is large. Fortunately, there is a
fast version of AdaBoost [Appel et al., 2013], which speeds up the traditional AdaBoost
algorithm by an order of magnitude via employing a bound on error to prune unpromising
features early in the training process.
An important issue for boosting algorithms is the configuration of weak classifiers. We use
decision trees of depth 2 as our weak classifiers and choose the number of weak classifiers
to be 2000. Experimental results under different numbers of weak classifiers can be found
in Section 3.3, ‘‘Experiments’’. As demonstrated in classic detectors, for example, [HOG]
[Dalal and Triggs, 2005] and [ChnFtrs] [Dolla´r et al., 2009a], a multi-round training strategy
produces better performance than applying a simple one-round training procedure with the
same number of negative samples. Therefore, we also employ this strategy. Over all training
rounds, the positive sample set is consistent; while the negative sample set is expanded by
adding those image patches, which do not consist of pedestrians but are mis-classified into
pedestrians. We call those samples as hard negative samples. To be specific, for the first
round, initial negative training samples are randomly cropped from the negative example
images; in the following rounds, hard negative samples are searched using the classifier
generated in the previous round, over all negative example images. The above procedure is
iterated until no significant performance gains are observed with further retraining. From
our experiments, three rounds of retraining were observed to yield optimal performance;
additional rounds only show very slight improvements, thus are considered to be unnecessary.
We show how performance gains at each training round on the INRIA data set in Figure 3.4.
We collect 5,000 negative samples at the first round and select another 5,000 hard negative
samples in each following retraining round, resulting in a large negative sample pool of
20,000 in the end.
After boosting, each selected feature is assigned with a single weight. Those features with
higher weights are considered to be more discriminative for pedestrians. In order to look
into the locations of more informative features, we select the top 100 features with highest
weights as a informative subset. Next, we plot an accumulative weight map by adding the
weight of each feature in the subset, to the cells it covers. As shown in Figure 3.5, different
colors are used to indicate the accumulative weights of cells. We can see that the upper body
consists of more high-weight cells than the lower body. Especially, the head-shoulder area
of the human body shows to be more discriminative for pedestrian detection than other body
parts.
To perform a full image detection, we slide a window with a fixed size of 60 × 120 pixels,
over the whole image and resize the input image to detect pedestrians of different scales.
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Figure 3.4: Illustration of how performance gains at each training round on the INRIA data set. After three
rounds of retraining, additional rounds do not show significant improvements.
The spatial step size is set identical to the cell size for speed and the scale step is set to be
1.09 so that there are 8 scales in each octave. Besides, we use a simplified non-maximal
suppression (NMS) procedure [Dolla´r et al., 2009a] to suppress nearby detections with lower
confidence scores from the classifier.
3.3 Experiments
In this section, we discuss the impact of parameter settings on performance, compare our
optimal detector to other state-of-the-art detectors on different pedestrian data sets, and also
provide an analysis on runtimes.
3.3.1 Parameter Settings
In order to analyze the effects of different parameter settings and then find out the optimal
one, we implement experiments under various parameter settings on the INRIA pedestrian
data set.
Cell size: As shown in Figure 3.2, the boundaries of each body part is determined by the
cell size. We present experimental results for cell sizes of 4 × 4, 6 × 6 and 8 × 8 pixels
respectively. From Figure 3.6(a), we find that the cell size of 6 × 6 pixels produces the best
results so we choose it to build our optimal shape model.
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Figure 3.5: Illustration of locations of representative features. Different colors are used to indicate the
accumulative weights of cells after boosting. Three black bounding boxes indicate three body parts of our shape
model. The head-shoulder area shows to be more discriminative for pedestrian detection than other body parts.
Channels: We also use three kinds of channels as in [ChnFtrs]: color channels; gradient
magnitude channels; and gradient histogram channels. As gradient histograms have been
shown as the most informative channels in [Dolla´r et al., 2009a], we only try alternatives
for color and gradient magnitude channels. We show the performance of various channel
combinations in Figure 3.6(b), and we summarize our findings as follows: (1) LUV color
channels are more discriminative than HSV channels; (2) using three gradient magnitude
channels (one for each color channel) rather than one maximal magnitude channel results in
approximately a 4% performance decrease; (3) using two gradient magnitude channels (along
the x and y directions respectively) also leads to a slight performance decrease. Therefore,
the optimal channel combination is LUV+GM+GH.
Smoothing: From Figure 3.6(c), we can see that pre-smoothing input images with binomial
filters of radius 1 improves the performance by more than 3%, similar to [ChnFtrs]; how-
ever, from Figure 3.6(d), post-smoothing on channel values does not improve but instead
significantly decreases the performance of our features. The reason is that post-smoothing
on channel values seems to inhibit characteristic local difference, which is exactly what our
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Figure 3.6: Evaluation of different parameters on the INRIA pedestrian data set. (a) Cell sizes of the pedestrian
shape model. (b) Channel combinations with color channels + gradient magnitude channels (GM) + gradient
histogram channels (GH). (c) Pre-smoothing of colors with binomial filters of different radii. (d) Post-smoothing
of channels with binomial filters of different radii. (e) Image normalization methods. Local intensity normaliza-
tion is done inside each detection window; global normalization is done for the whole input image. (f) Number
of weak classifiers.
features try to interpret.
Image normalization: We notice that previous work on rectangular features typically
employ various ways of normalization: [VJ] [Viola and Jones, 2004] applied local normal-
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ization inside each detection window; [Roerei] [Benenson et al., 2013] reported performance
improvements by applying global normalization on the input images. Therefore, we also
analyze the influence of intensity normalization on our features. However, according to
the results in Figure 3.6(e), both forms of normalization decrease the performance of our
features and we conclude that our features work best without image normalization.
Number of weak classifiers: Increasing the number of weak classifiers brings more accurate
decision boundaries, thus leading to better classification results; on the other hand, given
the number of training samples and the dimension of features, a too large number of weak
classifiers may lead to overfitting. Hence, we have to make a trade-off. We look for the
best choice from experiments. From Figure 3.6(f), we find that detection performance is
improved by approximately 5% when using 2000 rather than 1000 weak classifiers but
performance starts to decrease slightly when the number of weak classifiers exceeds 2000.
Based on the above analysis, we conclude that the optimal parameter setting of our features
are as follows: cell size of 6 × 6 pixels; channels of LUV+GM+GH; image smoothing with
binomial filters of radius 1; no channel smoothing; no image normalization; 2000 weak
classifiers. Note that only the above setting is used in the following experiments.
3.3.2 Comparisons with State-of-the-art Detectors
For evaluation, we compare the performance of our detector using the optimal setting to
other state-of-the-art detectors whose results are publicly available1, using the experimental
protocol explained in Section 2.3, ‘‘Experiment Settings’’, on the INRIA, Caltech and KITTI
pedestrian data sets.
INRIA data set. The results in Figure 3.7(a) show that our detector outperforms the
baseline detector [ChnFtrs] by more than 8% and reaches the state-of-the-art performance.
Although our detector [Informed-Haar] obtains slightly higher average miss rates than two
recently proposed detectors [Roerei] and [SketchTokens], it actually shows better perfor-
mance in the FPPI range of [10−2, 10−1], which is more interesting for some applications, for
example, ADASs. Notably, the slightly better overall results of [Roerei] and [SketchTokens]
comes at a price of 50 times larger feature pools and about 100 times more training time than
ours.
1http://www.vision.caltech.edu/Image_Datasets/CaltechPedestrians/
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Figure 3.7: Experimental results of different detectors on the (a) INRIA and (b) Caltech pedestrian data sets
under reasonable evaluation settings.
Caltech data set. The Caltech data set is more challenging than the INRIA data set, due to
the lower resolution and much more complex background in a real urban traffic environment.
As shown in Figure 3.7(b), our detector not only outperforms the baseline detector [ChnFtrs]
by around 20% but also obtains the overall best performance, and consistently performs
better than the second and third best detectors [ACF+SDt] and [MT-DPM+Context] over
the whole FPPI range. Particularly, we note that it even outperforms those detectors which
integrate additional motion information with spatial information, such as [Walk et al., 2010]
and [Park et al., 2013] .
We further compare the performance under different occlusion conditions. The experimental
results shown in Figure 3.8 are implemented on the Caltech data set, since it provides
occlusion labels and annotations for visible area, which enable us to calculate the percentages
of occlusions. Observing the curves in Figure 3.8, we obtain the following conclusions:
(1) The performance of all the detectors drops significantly as occlusion increases. This
trend indicates that occlusion is an important factor which affects the performance, thus
the importance of robustness against occlusions. (2) Our detector seems least affected by
occlusion because it shows stably high ranks over all occlusion levels. (3) In fact, our
detector achieves the best performance among all tested detectors for the cases of no and
heavy occlusion, and we conclude that the informed design of our features yields robustness
against occlusions. (4) Notably, our detector even outperforms those detectors that employ
explicit occlusion handling strategies, for example, [DBN-Isol] and [DBN-Mut], for all
levels of occlusion.
In addition, we show several detection examples of our detector under different scenarios
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Figure 3.8: Evaluation results under different occlusion conditions on the Caltech pedestrian data set. (a) No
occlusion. (b) Partial occlusion(1-35% occluded). (c) Heavy occlusion(35%-80% occluded).
from the Caltech pedestrian data set in Figure 3.11.
KITTI-Train data set. The KITTI-Train data set is considered as a more difficult data
set, and experimental results are shown in Figure 3.9. Unfortunately, we are not able
to make as extensive comparisons as on the INRIA and Caltech data sets, due to the
unavailability of results from other state-of-the-art detectors. However, we still notice a
significant improvement of our approach, compared to our baseline detector [ChnFtrs].
We provide a more comprehensive comparison for 22 state-of-the-art detectors and ours
with respect to detector components as well as performance in Table 4.2. First, as HOG
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Figure 3.9: Experimental results on the KITTI-Train data set.
and channel features are the most popular features for pedestrian detection, we group all the
detectors into three categories: HOGs based, channels based and others, according to which
kind of features they employ in major. Then we indicate which classifiers they use, and
whether they apply motion information in the third and fourth column for all the detectors
considered in this chapter. In the last two columns, corresponding performance on the
INRIA and Caltech pedestrian data sets are demonstrated in terms of average miss rates. We
summarize our insights as follows:
(1) Most detectors use HOG features in various ways, hence, HOGs are still an established
strong baseline after being proposed for around 10 years. After integral channel features
being proposed in 2009, more recent detectors tend to focus on channel features, which
obtain better performance as well as higher speed.
(2) In terms of classifiers, most HOGs based detectors utilize SVM, while channels based
ones all use AdaBoost. The reason is that channel features are usually of higher dimensions,
and boosting methods are more efficient to select the most discriminative ones from a large
number of candidate features.
(3) While considering the problem of pedestrian detection over frame sequences, motion is
an important cue, as supplementary to spatial information. However, motion information
is rarely used by the state-of-the-art detectors. One reason lies in that, it is computational
expensive to obtain accurate and dense optical flow maps, which directly describe the motion
information between successive frames. On the other hand, it is still an open problem about
in which way motion may help for pedestrian detection. We can easily understand that
pedestrians exhibit special appearance than other objects, but is there also some inter-class
variability with respect to motion? Still, a recent success of [ACF+SDt] indicates that it is
promising to exploit motion information for pedestrian detection.
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Category Detector Classifier Motion Average miss rate
INRIA Caltech
HOGs
based
HOG [Dalal and Triggs, 2005] linear SVM × 45.98% 68.46%
MultiFtr [Wojek and Schiele, 2008] AdaBoost × 36.50% 68.62%
MultiFtr+CSS [Walk et al., 2010] AdaBoost × 24.74% 60.89%
MultiFtr+Motion [Walk et al., 2010] linear SVM
√
/ 50.88%
HikSvm [Maji et al., 2008] HIK SVM × 42.82% 73.39%
HogLbp [Wang and Han, 2009] linear SVM × 39.10% 67.77%
LatSvm-V1 [Felzenszwalb et al., 2008] latent SVM × 43.83% 79.78%
LatSvm-V2 [Felzenszwalb et al., 2010] latent SVM × 19.96% 63.26%
FeatSynth [Bar-Hillel et al., 2010] linear SVM × 30.88% 60.16%
MultiResC [Park et al., 2010] latent SVM × / 48.45%
AFS+Geo [Levi et al., 2013] linear SVM × / 66.76%
MT-DPM+Context [Yan et al., 2013] latent SVM × / 37.64%F
DBN-Isol [Ouyang and Wang, 2012] DeepNet × / 53.14%
DBN-Mut [Ouyang et al., 2013] DeepNet × / 48.22%
Channels
based
ChnFtrs [Dolla´r et al., 2009a] AdaBoost × 22.18% 56.34%
CrossTalk [Dolla´r et al., 2012] AdaBoost × 18.98% 53.88%
VeryFast [Benenson et al., 2012] AdaBoost × 15.96% /
SketchTokens [Lim et al., 2013] AdaBoost × 13.32%F /
Roerei [Benenson et al., 2013] AdaBoost × 13.53%F 48.35%
ACF+SDt [Park et al., 2013] AdaBoost
√
/ 37.34%F
Informed-Haar AdaBoost × 14.43%F 34.60%F
Others
VJ [Viola and Jones, 2004] AdaBoost × 72.48% 94.73%
Shapelet [Sabzmeydani and Mori, 2007] AdaBoost × 81.70% 91.37%
Table 3.1: Comprehensive comparisons for state-of-the-art pedestrian detectors. Each row in this table summa-
rizes information as to classifiers, whether motion information is used in a particular approach, and displays the
corresponding performance in terms of average miss rates on the INRIA and Caltech pedestrian data sets. The
approach proposed in this paper [Informed-Haar] yields state-of-the-art performance on the INRIA data set and
consistently better results than previously reported on the Caltech data set. We annotate the top three detectors
for each data set with aF following each average miss rate.
3.3.3 Runtimes
Speed is another important factor to evaluate detectors, because we are aiming to real-time
applications. Unfortunately, it is an extremely difficult task to provide a comprehensive
comparison of runtimes among all state-of-the-art detectors considered in this chapter,
because different detectors are implemented on different machines, some even heavily
rely on GPU computations, for example, [VeryFast] [Benenson et al., 2012] and [Roerei]
[Benenson et al., 2013]. By contrast, our detector is implemented in Matlab, on an Intel
Core-i7 CPU (3.5GHz). Therefore, it does not make much sense to list runtimes from
different computing architectures.
In the following, we explain the runtimes of our detector using the optimal parameters as
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illustrated in Section 3.3.1, ‘‘Parameter Settings’’ on the Caltech data set. For training, it
takes around one hour for four rounds; for testing, it takes approximately 1.6 seconds for
a 640 × 480 image. While looking into the sources of computational costs, we notice that
besides channel computation, the main cost comes from local sums and subtraction, both of
which can be parallelized for further speed-up. Therefore, our detector is expected to reach
real-time efficiency running on a powerful machine and with GPU computation enabled.
3.4 Discussions
In this section, we discuss several important issues regarding our feature design, so as
to argue that our features are reasonably designed and the reported good performance is
essentially convincing.
Compactness of features. We call our features as compact features at the beginning of this
chapter because the proposed rectangular features do not use randomly selected rectangles,
but employ a relatively small template pool designed based on a statistical shape model.
Compared to those recently proposed detectors, for example, [Roerei][Benenson et al., 2013]
and [SketchTokens][Lim et al., 2013], whose performance is close to ours, our feature pool
is more than 50 times smaller. The compactness of our features is proved by the competitive
results obtained from a smaller feature pool.
Intra-class variations. One may question that how our single shape model can adapt to
intra-class variations of pedestrians, mainly coming from different viewpoints and postures.
Looking back at the pedestrian body shape shown in Figure 3.2, it looks like being observed
from the front or back view. One may doubt that how could we detect those pedestrians seen
from a side view, for example, those pedestrians who are crossing the street, which are an
important concern for safety and show quite different shapes from the average pedestrian
body shape in Figure 3.2. To answer the above questions, we first declare that from our
everyday knowledge, the upper body (including the head) of pedestrians shows much fewer
variations than the lower body (including the feet). For example, the head is always above the
shoulder, but two feet can be crossed while walking. Fortunately, this is also automatically
learned by our classifier. From the weight map shown in Figure 3.5, the most informative
features selected by our classifier are always found in the head-shoulder area, although our
candidate features distribute evenly all over the body parts. Therefore, our features are
largely invariant against intra-class variations, because they are able to capture the specific
common shape of head-shoulder structure of the human body.
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Figure 3.10: Three examples of occlusions happen at lower body. Example images are from the Caltech
pedestrian data set, and red dashed bounding boxes are used to indicate the occluded body parts. In the given
examples, occlusions are caused by an dustbin, a moving car and another walking-by pedestrian, respectively.
Robustness against occlusions. We show our robust results under different occlusion con-
ditions in Figure 3.8, but the reasons are still need to be investigated. From our observation,
occlusions happen more at the lower body (see Figure 3.10 for examples); by contrast, our
classifier emphasizes more on the upper body and those features from the lower body are
automatically ranked as less informative. Therefore, the occluded lower body do not have a
significant negative effect on the final confidence score output from our classifier.
Redundant first-order channel features. Considering the success of first-order channel
features in [ChnFtrs], one expect better performance by combining the second-order and
first-order features, as the latter ones describe the uniform texture inside each body part.
However, from our experiments, the combination of first-order features does not bring
any improvements but decreases the performance slightly. Thus, we decide to exclude the
first-order features and assume them to be redundant. We attribute this to the ability of our
templates to represent uniform texture. As an ensemble, our templates cover the whole body
after shifting and uniform texture on clothing can be represented as minimal feature values
from those templates only cover one body part.
3.5 Summary
In this chapter, we proposed a particular approach, which was in a different line from a
current trend of employing feature pools of ever increasing sizes, in the field of pedestrian
detection. From the perspective of recognition accuracy, it is not necessarily guaranteed that
additional efforts spent on computing high dimensions pay off in terms of accuracy, because
redundancy may exist among the feature values. From the perspective of computational cost,
those large feature pools necessitate the use of powerful hardware in order to guarantee real
time capability. We therefore explored more compact features, which are of lower dimension
but still guarantee the state-of-the-art performance. This goal can be achieved if our features
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
(g) (h) (i)
Figure 3.11: Detection examples of our detector under different scenarios from the Caltech pedestrian data set.
Green solid bounding boxes, yellow dotted bounding boxes and red dotted bounding boxes indicate true positive,
false positive and false negative (missed) results, respectively. (a) Small scale pedestrians walking along the
street. (b) One missed pedestrian due to heavy occlusion (> 70%). (c) Complex scenario at one intersection
with one false positive occuring at one tree. (d) Pedestrians with occlusions. (e) Multiple pedestrians walking
across the street. (f) One motorcyclist falsely detected as a pedestrian. (g) One pedestrian of low contrast. (h)
Pedestrians with pets. (i) One traffic sign falsely detected as a pedestrian.
are specially designed for the pedestrian category, which shows high inter-class yet low
intra-class variations in terms of appearance.
Computed from a large number of pedestrian images, an average gradient magnitude map
shows a clear up-right human body shape. This stable geometrical structure enables us to
divide the human body into distinct parts, which usually exhibit different colors or textures.
Local difference is a suitable measurement to interpret high contrasts at conjunctions of
different body parts, and low contrasts inside one single part as well.
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We compute the local differences on rectangle level instead of on pixel level, because local
sums inside rectangles are more tolerant to noises and rectangular features are efficient to
compute by employing integral images. Therefore, the shape model is covered with grids
of cells and Haar-like templates are generated by sliding rectangular windows of various
sizes all over the model. After this procedure, a set of location specific, binary and ternary
Haar-like templates are created. Next, each template is filled with multiple channel values,
thus generating a pool of multi-modal & multi-channel Haar-like features.
We summarize the advantages of our features as follows.
1. Easy to implement. One just need minor modification to the implementation of
integral channel features, which can be downloaded at http://vision.ucsd.edu/
˜pdollar/toolbox/doc/.
2. Easy to train. A simple boosting method can be used for selecting the most informative
features.
3. Fast to apply. Besides channel computation, the computational costs include local
sums and subtraction, both of which can be parallelized to reach real-time capability.
The weighting scheme provided us with a simple mechanism of generating multi-modal &
multi-channel Haar-like features and we applied boosting to determine the most informative
ones. As our approach does not require computing all possible configurations of rectangles
within a sliding window nor is based on random sampling of rectangle features, it marks a
middle ground among recently published similar approaches.
From extensive experiments on standard benchmark data sets, we found our detector to
achieve state-of-the-art performance on the INRIA pedestrian data set and, for the Caltech
pedestrian data set, we found it to outperform all previously proposed approaches considered
in our tests. In addition, our model-based rectangular features proved to be highly robust
to occlusions and even outperformed several methods that design explicit mechanisms for
occlusion handling.
Future Work. Given the reasonable results obtained by informed Haar-like features, it
appears promising to further explore model driven design of efficient rectangular features.
Immediate extensions of the approach presented in this chapter could be to incorporate
additional channels such as motion information. Also, we see more challenging extensions,
e. g. to define multiple shape models with respect to parts or viewpoints for one object
category, thus enabling more shape-variant object detection.
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Center-surround Contrast Features
Looking at previous features designed for pedestrian detection, prior knowledge or complex
image processing technologies have been used in various forms. Yet, one must acknowledge
that the state-of-the-art performance still lags behind human vision, in terms of both accuracy
and speed. As we all know, while given a task of finding pedestrians, human vision is
capable of precisely and rapidly localizing pedestrians of a huge range of scales, postures,
occlusion levels and contrasts. Consequently, we are motivated to analyze how the human
visual systems deal with input visual information. The mechanisms found from the analysis
can be used to instruct the design of novel features for pedestrian detection. In this chapter,
experimental results are presented to show that employing biologically inspired mechanisms
can indeed aid recognition and improve the performance.
In human visual systems, analog visual signals are first converted into electronic signals at
photoreceptive cells. After that, the retinal tissue begins to process the information. In the
first layer of bipolar cells, electrical membrane potentials are locally aggregated and grouped
bipolar cells report to different types of ganglion cells. In this procedure, a center-surround
fashion is found to modulate the electronic signals to enhance contrasts by a lateral wiring
of so called horizontal respectively amacrine cells, at the transitional synapses between
photoreceptive and bipolar cells, and also from bipolar to ganglion cells. It was found that
the output of certain ganglion cells can be simulated by a simple difference of Gaussian
(DoG) filter responses [Rodieck, 1965] or more complex oriented Gabor filter [Jones and
Palmer, 1987]. For more details about retinal cell types and their wiring, please refer to an
in-depth survey, for instance, [Lee et al., 2010].
This work has been partially published in [Zhang et al., 2015, 2014c].
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In later processing stages in human brains, the center-surround mechanism is also found
to guide human attention and thus affects how people recognize objects of interest. To
numerically measure human attention, saliency maps are employed in recent computational
approaches, where the psychophysical theory of center-surround have been widely used
[Frintrop et al., 2010]. However, unlike visual attention, which corresponds to bottom-up,
model-free analysis of signals from the environment, visual search for designated class of
objects requires top-down saliency, which tunes the scoring of basic features to the expected
appearance.
In this chapter, we propose center-surround contrast features motivated by the human
visual systems and to tune them towards characterizations of pedestrian appearance. Our
contribution can be summarized as follows:
Statistical multi-channel cell descriptors: For each cell region, i. e. local image patch,
multiple channel information including colors and gradients are considered, in order to cope
with challenging variations of clothing or articulations of the human body. Instead of using
the channel values directly, we describe each cell with two kinds of statistical descriptors:
(1) mean and variance values, which ensure maximum entropy for a continuous Gaussian
distribution [Cover and Thomas, 2006]; (2) a series of frequencies, observed over discrete
intervals (bins) for a bilinear interpolated histogram.
Multi-direction and -scale contrast vectors: For the purpose of incorporating more spe-
cific information between central and surrounding cells, adjacent image regions are treated
in different directions individually rather than as a single surrounding region, resulting in
multi-direction contrast descriptors; according to the general architecture of most visual
saliency systems, a contrast pyramid is built by computing statistical features at different
cell sizes.
Extensive evaluations under various configurations: In order to find out the optimal
feature scheme for pedestrian detection, we implement various contrast measurements for
both descriptors and at different scale structures. From extensive evaluations on the INRIA
data set, we find that the optimal scheme is to use a Gaussian-W2combination and a 4-6-8-10
scale structure.
This chapter is proceeded as follows: Section 4.1, ‘‘Related Work’’ introduces related work
on difference based features for pedestrians and contrast measurements used for visual
saliency systems; Section 4.2, ‘‘Overview of Feature Extraction’’ presents an overview as
to our feature extraction procedure. Two key components of this procedure, namely statis-
tical descriptors and contrast measurements are explained in Section 4.3, ‘‘Statistical Cell
Descriptors’’ and Section 4.4, ‘‘Contrast Measurements’’, respectively. Our classification
procedure is presented in Section 4.5, ‘‘Classification’’, followed by a discussion of thor-
ough and extensive experiments in Section 4.6, ‘‘Experiments’’, where we evaluate different
feature schemes and compare state-of-the-art detectors on standard benchmarks. Finally,
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of average center-surround contrast maps generated from positive and negative samples
from the INRIA pedestrian data set. The warmer colors indicate higher contrast values, and vice versa. (a)
Average contrast map for pedestrians; (b) Average contrast map for non-pedestrians.
we summarize our findings and propose several directions for future work in Section 4.7,
‘‘Summary’’.
4.1 Related Work
Since in this chapter we propose center-surround contrast features, which numerically
interpret local difference using appropriate contrast measurements, we focus the following
literature review on difference based features for pedestrians, and center-surround contrast
measurements used by computational visual attention approaches.
4.1.1 Difference Based Features for Pedestrian Detection
Local and global differences are reasonable representations for texture information, which
are often characteristic for different categories of objects. Therefore, in the field of pedestrian
detection, aiming for robust classification, many features are designed based on difference,
with respect to intensity or colors, in various forms. We group these features into pixel-wise
and patch-wise ones and briefly introduce some examples in the following.
Pixel-wise difference based features.
Gradients characterize pixel difference with respect to intensity or colors between neighbor-
ing pixels by two numerical elements: magnitude and orientation. Gradients can be used
directly as features yet more often act as basic elements for high level features. For instance,
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Figure 4.2: Flow chart of center-surround feature extraction. Here, we consider a three-scale structure as an
example but different scale structures can be used as well.
the arguably most popular features HOGs [Dalal and Triggs, 2005] for pedestrian detection
are built on gradients.
LBP features [Ojala et al., 1996] are another kind of pixel-wise difference based features.
Unlike gradients, which describe local difference in a precisely numerical way, LBP features
just compare the intensity values of neighboring pixels and encode their relationships with
binary codes. This rather coarse strategy loses detailed information in a way, but on the other
hand, it ensures the robustness to noises, which usually exist in real world data.
Based on the above comparison, it may be a wise choice to combine gradients and LBP
features in appropriate ways. In fact, [Wang and Han, 2009] found that such a combination
was able to cope with occlusions successfully; [Ma et al., 2013] proposed a set of edge
orientation histogram (EOH) and oriented LBP based features to describe cell-level and
block-level structure information.
Patch-wise difference based features.
Haar-like features [Viola and Jones, 2001] compute local sums of intensity values over
image patches and use the subtraction between two sum values to represent local difference.
[Viola et al., 2005] employed Haar-like features on both intensity and motion information
for pedestrian detection.
Color Self Similarity (CSS) features proposed by [Walk et al., 2010] describe each image
patch by one color histogram and then represent global difference by computing the distances
between pairs of color histograms. Compared to sole HOG features, the integration of CSS
features brought about significant improvements, since CSS features allow for representing
uniform textures found in people’s clothing.
From the above discussions on two kinds of difference based features, we acknowledge that
extensive efforts have been made to interpret difference in various forms. Unfortunately, the
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state-of-the-art performance is still far behind humans’ recognition accuracy. In this way, we
are motivated to look into how human brains process the input visual data, and then design
human vision driven features for more robust pedestrian detection.
To our best knowledge, the first attempt was found in [Montabone and Soto, 2010], which
designed human vision inspired features dedicated to pedestrian detection. They compute
difference between a central pixel and its surrounding pixels with respect to intensity. Our
features proposed in this chapter can be considered as a significant extension to this early
method, and we summarize the difference as follows:
• Local difference is considered patch-wise rather than pixel-wise. In our approach,
patches are defined as square regions.
• Center-surround contrasts are computed in multiple channels (not only on colors but
also on gradients).
• Each square region is represented by a statistical descriptor instead of by channel
values directly.
• Surrounding regions are treated individually rather than as a whole. As a result, more
detailed information regarding local difference is incorporated.
4.1.2 Center-surround Contrast Measurements
Various contrast measurements have been proposed in computational visual attention ap-
proaches. The most popular one is the response of DoG-filters or approximations of these
[Itti et al., 1998]. More recently, some researchers tried to capture more information about
image patches by representing the central and surrounding regions in terms of feature dis-
tributions, rather than intensity values. Color histograms were employed in [Klein and
Frintrop, 2011], and normal distributions were chosen in [Klein and Frintrop, 2012]. The
above two distributions are discrete and continuous respectively. To evaluate the difference
between two distributions, various contrast measurements can be computed according to
some properties of given distributions. For instance, Kullback-Leibler divergence [Kullback
and Leibler, 1951] was used in [Klein and Frintrop, 2011] to measure the distance between
two histograms.
It is an option to choose the best previous measurement for our approach, however, there is
no evidence about superiority in the literature. On the other hand, the previous measurements
were only used for rather simple scenarios, for example, a big red ball lying on the green grass.
In fact, in our case, the background shows to be much more complex and the previously
proposed measurements are not guaranteed to perform well. Consequently, it is necessary
to evaluate different contrast measurements, and then find out the optimal one for our
applications.
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4.2 Overview of Feature Extraction
In this section, we explain how we extract center-surround contrast features.
Before feature extraction, we seek the evidence of center-surround contrasts being dis-
criminative for the category of pedestrians, from statistical data. Pedestrian (2,416) and
non-pedestrian (5,000) images are collected from the positive and negative samples of the
INRIA pedestrian data set respectively. To simplify, all the source images are converted
to gray scale images, in other words, we only consider one channel of intensity here for an
example. Next, each image is divided into 4× 4 and 6× 6 pixel square regions, resulting in a
two scale structure. Then we compute the difference between each cell and its surrounding
cells with respect to mean value of intensity as the contrast value, and add this value to the
pixels belonging to the central cell. After iterations on each cell and over two scales, two
average contrast maps are generated for the pedestrian class and non-pedestrian class, re-
spectively. In Figure 4.1, we can recognize the shape of human body on the average contrast
map for pedestrians, while no clear texture is shown on the average contrast map for non-
pedestrians. In this way, we demonstrate that center-surround contrasts are discriminative
for pedestrians.
Therefore, we design center-surround contrast features for pedestrian detection. An illustra-
tion of our feature extraction procedure is shown in Figure 4.2. The whole procedure can be
divided into the following four steps:
• Channel computation. We compute multiple channel values (e. g. colors and gradients)
pixel by pixel, resulting in multiple channel maps for the input image.
• Statistical description. Each channel map is divided into square cells of a fixed size
and each cell is described by some statistical descriptor.
• Contrast computation. We compute the difference using an appropriate contrast
measurement, between each cell and its eight nearest surrounding cells individually so
as to obtain a multi-direction contrast vector. This computation is repeated over all
channel maps.
• Iteration over multiple scales. We repeat the second and third step with different cell
sizes and thus obtain a multi-scale contrast pyramid for the whole image.
The final feature vector is generated by concatenating all the contrast values computed from
different scales.
4.2.1 Channels
Inspired by the success in Chapter 3, ‘‘Informed Multi-channel Haar-like Features’’, we also
consider a total of 10 different channels: 3 channels for LUV colors, 1 channel for gradient
magnitude, and 6 channels for histograms of oriented gradients.
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Figure 4.3: Illustration of a histogram of oriented gradients computed for a single pixel with gradient magnitude
and orientation.
Note that here we compute the histograms of oriented gradients in a different way. In
traditional channel computation approaches, only one histogram is computed for a group
of pixels inside one image region. But in this chapter, we computer one histogram for each
pixel, which is convenient for further statistical description for each cell. In fact, this is easy
to implement. We just simply quantize the gradient magnitude of each pixel into two out of
six orientation bins, by employing bilinear interpolation, see Figure 4.3 for an illustration.
For the purpose of removing noise, input images are smoothed with a binomial filter [Haddad,
1971] of radius 1, i. e. σ ≈ 0.87, before channel computation. In contrast, post-smoothing
on channel values is not applied as a decrease on performance was observed.
4.2.2 Center-surround Neighborhood Patterns
In order to design center-surround cell pairs in a more reasonable way, four patterns are
proposed and explained in the following.
C1S 8 pattern: Since we divide the channel maps into square regions, each cell is equally
surrounded by eight nearest neighboring cells, which are considered as surrounding cells
and denoted as [Cs1,C
s
2, ...,C
s
8]. These eight cells can be treated as a whole, denoted as
C1S 1 pattern, similar to traditional computational visual attention approaches. But we
propose to treat them separately, denoted as C1S 8 pattern. This is because we find that C1S 8
pattern obtains a significantly better performance than C1S 1 pattern (cf. Figure 4.7) from
our experiments. Thus, we use this C1S 8 pattern in our approach, so as to integrate local
difference information in eight directions respectively, resulting in a multi-direction contrast
vector for each cell along one channel.
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CXn3CXn7
Figure 4.4: Sparse neighborhood map. Each red arrow points from the central cell to one of its neighboring
cells.
Sparse pattern: If we densely iterate the above C1S 8 pattern on each cell, significant
redundancy will emerge, because each adjacent pair of cells is counted twice. To cope with
this problem, we use a cell step of two cells along both image width and height directions,
which means we have one cell treated as the central cell for every two cells along each
direction. This sparse pattern results in a sparse neighborhood map as shown in Figure 4.4.
One may question that this map is too sparse, where many neighboring relationships are
discarded. The percentage of information loss would be extremely high when the number of
cells is small. Therefore, we propose the following shift pattern to eliminate this negative
effect.
Shift pattern: We propose a shift mechanism where we define two cell layers for each cell
size and iterate the above C1S 8 and sparse patterns on each respectively. The first layer is
defined starting from the left top pixel; while the second layer is defined starting from an
alternative point, which is shifted with a bias number times the cell size along both horizontal
and vertical directions. According to the Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem [Shannon,
1949], this bias number is chosen to be 0.5. Both layers are divided into square cells with
the same cell size. To ensure the number of cells to be integers along both directions, some
pixels at the right or bottom borders may be discarded. An illustration of the shift pattern is
shown in Figure 4.5, where the second layer does not cover the whole image.
Multi-scale pattern: Finally, in order to describe local difference in both coarse and fine
manners, we divide the channel maps with different cell sizes to build a contrast pyramid
which is in accordance with the general architecture of most computational visual attention
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Figure 4.5: Illustration of the shift pattern. Two layers of cells are denoted with green and blue grid lines. The
red cells denote central cells with eight nearest neighboring cells.
systems.
4.2.3 Center-surround Contrasts
The most important part of our feature extraction is to represent the difference between two
square regions. This problem involves two key elements: one is the representation of channel
values; the other is the contrast measurements. In Section 4.3, ‘‘Statistical Cell Descriptors’’,
we introduce two kinds of distributions for channel values to build a statistical descriptor
for each cell; and in Section 4.4, ‘‘Contrast Measurements’’, we consider corresponding
contrast measurements to numerically describe the difference between two given descriptors.
In order to find the strongest center-surround contrast features for pedestrian detection, we
conduct extensive experiments and comprehensive comparisons on various combinations
of distributions and contrast measurements. Experimental results under different schemes
are presented in Section 4.6, ‘‘Experiments’’, and the optimal descriptor-measurement
combination is chosen accordingly.
4.3 Statistical Cell Descriptors
The distribution of channel values inside each cell is unknown, like a ‘‘black box’’. To
estimate it, we consider both continuous and discrete statistical descriptions:
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• A Gaussian distribution.
• A bilinear interpolated histogram.
In our following discussion, we denote the channel map for the whole image along channel
i as Pi and the channel values for a specific cell c as a vector Pic = [v
i
1, v
i
2, ..., v
i
p], where p
indicates the number of pixels inside one cell.
4.3.1 Gaussian Distributions
Gaussian distribution is a reasonable choice to estimate image data. We notice that it is
applied in many classic low-level vision models, for instance, in [Horn and Schunck, 1980].
A big advantage of choosing Gaussian distribution is that normality makes many mathematic
formulas convenient to solve, which can be found not only in this section, but also in
Section 4.4.1, ‘‘Measurements for Gaussian Distributions’’.
To obtain a numerical descriptor for each Gaussian distribution, we apply maximum likeli-
hood (ML) estimation of the parameters and obtain mean and variance values as
µˆic =
1
p
p∑
k=1
vik = P
i
c, (4.1)
and
Σˆic =
1
p
p∑
k=1
(vik − Pic)2 = (Pic)2 − Pic
2
. (4.2)
From Equation 4.1 and Equation 4.2, we can see that the estimation has been simplified
to computation of two local averages: Pic and (Pic)2. Given the region size, to acquire the
average values for all cells, we just need to obtain sum values, which can be computed
efficiently by using integral images. Therefore, we employ two integral images along each
channel: one for the original channel image Pi and the other for the squared channel image
(Pi)2. This strategy avoids extensive summations per individual cell, and thus significantly
reduces computational complexity.
After the estimation, we represent the channel values inside cell c along channel i by using
the mean and variance values, resulting in a two dimensional descriptor, denoted as:
Gic = [µ
i
c,Σ
i
c]. (4.3)
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4.3.2 Histograms
Histogram is a kind of discrete representation of distributions, and has been widely used
for image data. One big advantage of using histograms is that no prior assumption of the
underlying statistics has to be made, which ensures its applicability to represent various kinds
of data. Histograms are represented by a series of frequencies, in other words, they count the
amount of observed data appear in discrete intervals. Another advantage of using histograms
is its tolerance to noise and minor intra-class difference. Moreover, the degree of tolerance
can be adjusted by choosing different numbers of bins. Generally, a finer description of the
original data can be obtained by using a larger number of bins, and vice versa.
It is rather time consuming to individually compute one histogram for each cell from different
scales. Thus, we consider employing integral histograms proposed in [Porikli, 2005]. An
integral histogram can be decomposed into several integral images, each corresponding to
one bin value. Each integral image counts the number of pixels that fall into the current bin,
from each pixel to the top left one.
We implement bilinear interpolation instead of simple voting for histograms to eliminate
bias, which happens when many values fall close to the interval borders. In this way, each
value contributes into two nearest bins rather than one bin which it exactly falls into. The
contributions are weighted using the distance between the given value and the bin center.
The data scales of bin values from different histograms may vary significantly due to various
data magnitudes of different channel values, and various cell sizes. To eliminate these effects,
we normalize each local histogram for each cell along one channel so that it sums up to 1. In
the end, given b bins, we obtain a histogram Hic as a descriptor vector for channel vector P
i
c:
Hic = [h
i
c(1), h
i
c(2), ..., h
i
c(b)],
b∑
k=1
hic(k) = 1. (4.4)
Note that b is an important parameter and is further discussed in Section 4.6, ‘‘Experi-
ments’’.
4.4 Contrast Measurements
In this section, we introduce multiple contrast measurements for each statistical descriptor.
The combination of a descriptor and a corresponding measurement forms one specific scheme
for feature extraction. To summarize, we explore six different combinations:
• Gaussian-W2
• Gaussian-L2
• Gaussian-SGrd
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• Histogram-KLD
• Histogram-Hellinger
• Histogram-HI
In the following, the channel values for a central and a surrounding cell are denoted as Pic
and Pis, respectively. The contrast vector
−→cst(Pic, Pis) is computed using different measure-
ments.
4.4.1 Measurements for Gaussian Distributions
Three different contrast measurements are introduced to compute the difference between Pic
and Pis, each represented by the descriptor in Equation 4.3. We compare the results of those
three measurements in Section 4.6, ‘‘Experiments’’.
W2 distance
In mathematics, the Wasserstein distance is a function defined between two probability
distributions on a given metric space M. Intuitively, if each distribution is considered as
some amount of ‘‘mud” piled on M, the metric is the minimum cost of turning one pile into
the other along M. This cost can be computed by multiplication of the amount of mud that
needs to be moved and the distance it has to be moved. In this way, the L1 norm Wasserstein
distance is also known as ‘‘earth mover’s distance’’.
The W2 distance (2nd Wasserstein distance) was first introduced as a measurement for
center-surround contrast by [Klein and Frintrop, 2012] and achieved reasonable results for
saliency detection.
In our case, the space of M is generalized to be R for Pic and P
i
s, and the definition of
W2 distance can be written as:
W2(Pic, Pis) =
[
inf
γ∈Γ(Pic,Pis)
∫
R×R
|x − y|2 d γ(x, y)
] 1
2
, (4.5)
where Γ(Pic, P
i
s) indicates the set of all couplings of P
i
c and P
i
s.
It would be intractable to compute the integral in Equation 4.5 in case of arbitrary distri-
butions. However, it can be solved analytically for the Gaussian distribution [Givens and
Shortt, 1984]. TheW2 distance between one central cell distribution Pic ∼ N(µic,Σic) and its
neighboring cell distribution Pis ∼ N(µis,Σis) along channel i indeed amounts to:
W2(Pic, Pis) =
[
||µic − µis||22 + Σic + Σis − 2
√
ΣicΣ
i
s
] 1
2
. (4.6)
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L2 distance
The descriptors of the central and surrounding cells, denoted as (µic,Σ
i
c) and (µ
i
s,Σ
i
s) re-
spectively, can be treated as two points in a 2D space. Then the distance between two
distributions can be simplified to the L2 distance between the two points:
DL2(P
i
c, P
i
s) =
√
(µic − µis)2 + (Σic − Σis)2. (4.7)
Signed Gradient matrix (SGrd)
Here we do not treat each descriptor as a whole, but consider the mean and variance values
separately. We propose a new measurement namely Signed Gradient matrix (SGrd), which
computes the signed gradient for the mean and variance values individually, and forms a
contrast vector by simply concatenating these two gradient values.
The contrast vector between one central cell distribution Pic ∼ N(µic,Σic) and its neighboring
cell distribution Pis ∼ N(µis,Σis) along channel i can then be expressed as follows:
−−−−→
SGrd(Pic, P
i
s) =
[
µic − µis,Σic − Σis
]
. (4.8)
In the feature space, the contrast vector in Equation 4.8 is treated in terms of two separate
values, enabling a more convenient training procedure.
4.4.2 Measurements for Histograms
We consider three different distance measurements which have been commonly used for
histograms. In the following, the histograms for a central and a surrounding cell along
channel i are denoted as Hic and H
i
s. We compare the results of the three measurements in
Section 4.6, ‘‘Experiments’’.
Kullback-Leibler divergence
Kullback-Leibler Divergence (KLD) [Kullback and Leibler, 1951] is a similarity measure-
ment between two probability distributions P and Q that indicates the information loss when
Q is used to approximate P.
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Using arguments from information theory, one can represent the Kullback-Leibler divergence
of Q from P as follows:
DKL(P||Q) =
∫ ∞
−∞
p(x) ln
p(x)
q(x)
dx, (4.9)
where p(x) and q(x) denote the probability densities of P and Q. The more P differs from Q,
the higher the KL divergence.
Here we can also see KL divergence is a non-symmetric measurement, which means the KL
divergence from P to Q is generally not the same as that from Q to P.
To specify, the KL divergence from Hic to H
i
s can be calculated using the following formula:
DKL(Hic||His) =
b∑
k=1
ln
(hic(k)
his(k)
)
hic(k). (4.10)
Hellinger distance
Let P and Q be two continuous probability distributions with respect to a parameter λ; the
Hellinger distance is a measure that represents the difference between them. The square of
the Hellinger distance has a particularly simple form and is defined as [Hellinger, 1909]:
H2(P,Q) =
1
2
∫ (√dP
dλ
−
√
dQ
dλ
)2
dλ. (4.11)
Note that this definition does not depend on parameter λ, in other words, the Hellinger
distance between P and Q does not change even if λ is replaced with a different probability
measure with respect to which both P and Q are absolutely continuous.
For two discrete probability distributions Hic and H
i
s that represent P
i
c and P
i
s, the Hellinger
distance is then computed as the contrast between Pic and P
i
s:
H2(Hic,H
i
s) =
1√
2
√√ b∑
k=1
(√
hic(k) −
√
his(k)
)2
. (4.12)
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Scales 4-6 4-6-8 4-6-8-10
Feature size 20, 320D(−→cst) 23, 440D(−→cst) 25, 040D(−→cst)
Table 4.1: Illustration of feature size under different configurations. All the contrast measurements considered
in this chapter are one dimensional, except SGrd, which is two dimensional.
Histogram intersection
Histogram intersection (HI) is another popular similarity measure for histograms. Given two
histograms Hp and Hq with b bins, it is defined as:
HI(Hp,Hq) =
b∑
k=1
min(Hp(k),Hq(k))
b∑
k=1
Hp(k)
. (4.13)
Since the histograms considered in this chapter are all normalized so that they sum up to 1,
the histogram intersection between Hic and H
i
s can be further simplified to:
HI(Hic,H
i
s) =
b∑
k=1
min(hic(k), h
i
s(k)). (4.14)
4.5 Classification
In this section, we discuss our classification procedure for our center-surround contrast
features introduced above. First of all, we discuss the size of our feature vector. Given a
pedestrian model of 60×120 pixels, considering all the four patterns proposed in Section 4.2.2,
‘‘Center-surround Neighborhood Patterns’’, we compare feature sizes under different settings
in terms of scale structures, and dimensions of contrast vectors denoted as D(−→cst) in Table 4.1.
Apparently, the feature size grows as the number of scales increases. Among all the contrast
measurements considered in this chapter, only the signed gradient matrix is two dimensional,
while the others are all one dimensional.
Similar to Section 3.2, ‘‘Classification’’, we also apply a fast version of AdaBoost [Appel
et al., 2013] since it offers a convenient and fast approach to feature selection from a large
number of candidate features. We also use decision trees of depth 2 as our weak classifiers
since they are efficient to learn, and a multi-round training strategy, which shows to lead
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Figure 4.6: Illustration of representative center-surround features. (a) Body parts weight map: different colors
are used to indicate the accumulative weight of each pixel after boosting. (b) Channel weight bars: accumulative
weight of each channel is indicated by one bar.
to better performance than a simple one round training procedure with the same number of
negative samples. But we choose the number of weak classifiers to be 4096 in this chapter,
as we observe that smaller numbers cause decrease in performance, while larger numbers do
not lead to further gains in performance from experiments.
After boosting, each selected feature is assigned a single weight, indicating its amount of
contribution to the final response. In order to observe the locations of the most representative
features, we plot an accumulative weight map of the top 1000 features with highest weights
from the final strong classifier, as shown in Figure 4.6(a), where different colors indicate
different weights. This map is generated by simply adding the weight of each selected feature
to the pixels it covers. From the weight map, we can see that accumulative weights for the
head-shoulder area are much higher than other body parts, which means this area is more
discriminative for pedestrians. This conclusion accords with the biological characteristic of
human bodies’ special shape structure at head-shoulder.
Moreover, we also observe which channels are more representative by adding the weight
of each feature to its channels. As shown in Figure 4.6(b), we use bars to illustrate the
accumulative weight of each channel. We find that all the channels we choose contribute
rather evenly to the final classifier, indicating no channel redundancy in our approach.
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4.6 Experiments
In this section, we show experimental results for different feature schemes, and select the
optimal setting after comprehensive comparisons. Finally, we compare our optimal detector
with other state-of-the-art detectors.
4.6.1 Comparisons for Different Feature Settings
According to Section 4.2, ‘‘Overview of Feature Extraction’’, there are several configurations
can be adjusted: statistical descriptors, contrast measurements, scale structures, and numbers
of histogram bins where histograms are used. Here, we make comprehensive comparisons
on the INRIA data set so as to seek the strongest feature scheme.
First, we define a default setting: three scales of 4 × 4, 6 × 6, and 8 × 8 pixels; 5 histogram
bins when histograms are used. This setting is utilized in the following experiments unless
otherwise specified.
C1S 8 pattern vs. C1S 1 pattern
We propose the C1S 8 pattern in Section 4.2, ‘‘Overview of Feature Extraction’’, in order to
incorporate more information regarding local image differences. Here, we show experimental
results of both patterns to support the argument that the C1S 8 pattern is superior. From
Figure 4.7, it appears that the C1S 8 pattern produces significantly better results than C1S 1
over all descriptor-measurement combinations.
Contrast measurements
We compare the contrast measurements proposed in Section 4.4, ‘‘Contrast Measurements’’
for two descriptors respectively. From Figure 4.8, we see that the results of using different
contrast measurements do not show big differences for both descriptors. Despite of their sta-
ble performance, we observe the best measurements for Gaussian and histogram descriptors
areW2 distance and Hellinger distance, respectively. Therefore, we select Gaussian-W2and
Hist-Hellinger as the two preferable combinations.
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of two center-surround patterns.
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Figure 4.8: Experiments on different contrast measurements for two cell descriptors: (a) Gaussian distributions;
(b) Histograms.
Number of histogram bins
As discussed in Section 4.3.2, ‘‘Histograms’’, the number of bins is an important parameter
in practical applications of histograms. Figure 4.9 shows experimental results when using 5,
10, 15 and 20 bins and the Hellinger distance which has been shown to be the best among the
three contrast measurements considered for histograms. When we increase the number of
histogram bins from 5 to 15, we obtain better results as expected, especially a significant gain
from 10 to 15. This is because more histogram bins integrate finer information of the local
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Figure 4.9: Experiments on different histogram bins using the Hellinger distance.
image region, thus leading to better performance. However, performance begins to decrease
when we consider more than 15 bins. We attribute this phenomenon to the low degree of
tolerance to noisy real world data. The curve in Figure 4.9 indicates that the number of bins
should be chosen to be neither too small nor too big.
Note that, in the following experiments, we thus use 15-bin histograms instead of the default
5-bin histograms.
Descriptors
After choosing the parameter for histograms, we obtain two optimal combinations: Gaussian-
W2and Hist(15 bins)-Hellinger. Now we can make a comparison of descriptors. From
Figure 4.10, we can see that both optimal combinations outperform the baseline detector
[ChnFtrs] consistently, which illustrates the effectiveness of our new features. Moreover,
Gaussian-W2obtains better results than Hist(15 bins)-Hellinger and then is selected as the
optimal descriptor-measurement combination in our approach.
Scale structures
Most computational visual attention systems compute local difference at multiple scales, so
as to incorporate richer information, thus leading to a better performance. In this chapter,
different scales are indicated using different cell sizes. Generally, the smaller the cell
size, the finer the local difference, and vice versa. We implement experiments under
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Figure 4.10: Comparison of two optimal descriptor-measurement combinations and the baseline detector
[ChnFtrs].
three different scale structures: 4-6; 4-6-8; and 4-6-8-10, and show their comparisons in
Figure 4.11. Increasing the scales from 4-6 to 4-6-8 brings about a significant improvement
of approximately 5% with respect to average miss rates; on the other hand, continuing to
increase scales to 4-6-8-10 produces a less prominent performance gain of less than 1%
with respect to average miss rates. This implies that further increasing scales will not bring
about significant improvements. Therefore, we choose the scale structure of 4-6-8-10 as our
optimal choice.
To summarize, the optimal feature setting is to use the descriptor-measurement combination
of Gaussian-W2 and scale structure of 4-6-8-10. We use this configuration in the following
experiments.
4.6.2 Computational complexity
We investigate the computational complexity of different feature settings. Our normal-
distribution as well as histogram based features are computed from local averages of certain
values. Such local features can be computed in O(n) time with n denoting the number of
image pixels using moving averages or integral image techniques. They only differ in the
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Figure 4.11: Comparison of three scale structures. In this experiment, 15-bin histograms are used.
number of layers needed (one for each distribution parameter or bin) which amounts to
a constant factor. Looking into details of the diverse distance functions implemented for
different feature settings, we can see the very same effect: the time complexity is constant
per pixel (linear growing with image size), so the overall complexity for each setting is still
O(n). We have to note that the constant factor for normal-distributions is 2 per input channel,
while histograms require b ≥ 2 (e. g. 15) number of histogram bins.
The computational complexity of our baseline detector [ChnFtrs] is also O(n), because each
pixel is visited once per channel for computing local sums. Therefore, the computational
complexity of our features at different settings is on par with [ChnFtrs].
4.6.3 Comparisons with State-of-the-art Detectors
In order to evaluate our approach, in this section, we further make comparisons with other
state-of-the-art detectors whose results are publicly available1 using the evaluation protocols
explained in Section 2.3, ‘‘Experiment Settings’’.
We choose the detector [ChnFtrs] as our baseline detector because it also considers multiple
channels, but uses the channel values directly as feature values. In contrast, we interpret local
difference by emulating human visual systems. From Figure 4.12, we see that our detector
outperforms [ChnFtrs] on the INRIA and Caltech pedestrian data set by 6% and 15% with
respect to average miss rates, respectively. These significant improvements indicate that our
modifications to [ChnFtrs] are effective. Moreover, comparing with other state-of-the-art
1http://www.vision.caltech.edu/Image_Datasets/CaltechPedestrians/
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Detector Average miss rate
INRIA Caltech
VJ[Viola and Jones, 2004] 72.48% 94.73%
HOG[Dalal and Triggs, 2005] 45.98% 68.46%
Shapelet[Sabzmeydani and Mori, 2007] 81.70% 91.37%
MultiFtr [Wojek and Schiele, 2008] 36.50% 68.62%
MultiFtr+CSS [Walk et al., 2010] 24.74% 60.89%
MultiFtr+Motion [Walk et al., 2010] / 50.88%
HikSvm [Maji et al., 2008] 42.82% 73.39%
HogLbp [Wang and Han, 2009] 39.10% 67.77%
LatSvm-V1 [Felzenszwalb et al., 2008] 43.83% 79.78%
LatSvm-V2 [Felzenszwalb et al., 2010] 19.96% 63.26%
ChnFtrs [Dolla´r et al., 2009a] 22.18% 56.34%
FeatSynth [Bar-Hillel et al., 2010] 30.88% 60.16%
MultiResC [Park et al., 2010] / 48.45%
CrossTalk [Dolla´r et al., 2012] 18.98% 53.88%
VeryFast [Benenson et al., 2012] 15.96% /
SketchTokens [Lim et al., 2013] 13.32%F /
Roerei [Benenson et al., 2013] 13.53%F 48.35%
AFS+Geo [Levi et al., 2013] / 66.76%
MT-DPM+Context [Yan et al., 2013] / 37.64%F
DBN-Isol [Ouyang and Wang, 2012] / 53.14%
DBN-Mut [Ouyang et al., 2013] / 48.22%
ACF+SDt [Park et al., 2013] / 37.34%F
ours 15.90%F 34.96%F
Table 4.2: Performance comparisons to state-of-the-art pedestrian detectors. Each row in this table displays the
corresponding average performance in terms of average miss rates. The approach proposed in this chapter
yields state-of-the-art performance on the INRIA data set and consistently better results than previously reported
methods on the Caltech data set. We indicate the top three detectors for each data set using a symbol ofF.
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Figure 4.12: Overall results of different detectors on the (a) INRIA and (b) Caltech data sets, under standard
evaluation settings.
detectors, our detector reaches state-of-the-art performance on the INRIA data set and even
yields the overall best performance on the Caltech date set. More extensive comparisons are
shown in Table 4.2.
4.7 Summary
In this chapter, we proposed to mimic early human visual processing by designing local
center-surround contrast features and boosting them to respond to the appearance of pedestri-
ans. In this way, our pedestrian detector realized a computational top-down saliency system.
Seeking the strongest local contrast scheme, we evaluated two different cell descriptors
and three contrast measurements for each accordingly. Moreover, we tested four different
neighborhood patterns and three scale structures to optimize our feature extraction. Our
features are very efficient to compute by means of combining a fast integral method for local
averaging and a clever arrangement of additional image layers for fast maximum likelihood
estimation of parameters of normal distributions.
We implemented extensive experiments on two standard benchmarks: the INRIA and
Caltecch pedestrian data sets. Our detector achieved state-of-the-art performance on the
INRIA data set, and outperformed all the other previously proposed detectors on the Caltech
data set.
Future Work. Given these results, it appears promising to further explore feature design
driven by human visual mechanisms. Immediate extensions of the approach presented in this
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chapter consist of incorporating information from additional channels, such as motion and
depth. Furthermore, it is feasible to apply the proposed techniques for more general object
detection.
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Chapter5
Fast Moving Pedestrian Detection
Based on Motion Analysis
In the previous chapters, we investigated and proposed methods only employing spatial infor-
mation, for example, colors and gradients, for effective pedestrian detection. In this chapter,
we concentrate on exploiting motion information as supplementary to spatial information,
and focus on moving pedestrians.
We have several reasons to focus on moving pedestrian detection in this chapter. First of
all, moving pedestrians are more interesting for some applications, for example, ADASs,
because they are more probable to cause collision than those who are just standing along the
street. Second, for the task of detection, moving pedestrians are actually more challenging,
due to the significant variations in appearance caused by movements. In addition, through
observing a large number of motion maps of moving and static pedestrians, we find that
moving pedestrians show to be more distinguishable against the background even when
they are far away from the camera; while static pedestrians are easily submerged in the
background due to no relative motion.
To further prove the significance of moving pedestrian detection, we find an early attempt on
this topic [Curio et al., 2000], which was restricted to detecting pedestrians walking across
the street. By contrast, we clarify that the definition of moving pedestrians in this chapter
includes those who walk across and also along the street.
In our approach, we use an optical flow estimation to represent motion information, that
is to say, our motion analysis is implemented on optical flow maps. To specify, motion
information is used in the following two ways:
This work has been partially published in [Zhang et al., 2013].
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(a) (b)
0.921
(c)
Figure 5.1: An example of using motion segmentation for ROIs selection when the pedestrian is of small scale
and low contrast. (a) Original frame. The red bounding box indicates the ground truth annotation. (b) Motion
segmentation results. (c) Final detection results. The yellow bounding box denotes the final detection results,
and the number above the box indicates the detection score output from our classification method.
1. To select regions of interest (ROIs). It is very time consuming for sliding window
detection methods to execute exhaustive search over the whole image. To avoid it, we
propose to select interesting blobs, which probably contain moving pedestrians, via a
motion segmentation procedure.
2. To design novel motion based features. Observing optical flow maps for moving
pedestrians and other objects, for example, buildings, vehicles, bicycles, we find
that moving pedestrians exhibit rather distinct motion patterns. We make use of this
characteristic and design motion self difference features.
An obvious disadvantage of sliding window detection approaches is to analyze a large number
of windows at different locations and of different scales all over the image. Therefore, it is of
remarkable importance to extract ROIs as a pre-step [Geronimo et al., 2010], for the purpose
of discarding those regions, unlikely to consist of pedestrians, such as the uniform sky and
ground plane [Leibe et al., 2007], thus resulting in a significant reduction of the number of
candidate detection windows that have to be examined by the classifier. From the literature,
many efforts have been made for ROIs selection. [Itti et al., 1998] solved the problem from
a perspective of biologically inspired attentional system. They computed a saliency map
based on color, intensity, and gradient orientation of pixels and then selected those regions
with higher saliency values as candidate regions. Some researchers chose to use weak
constraints on symmetry and pedestrian size to select ROIs [Broggi et al., 2003] [Bertozzi
et al., 2003] [Bertozzi et al., 2004]. [Gualdi et al., 2010] proposed to estimate likelihood
of belonging to the ROIs for each pixel based on Monte Carlo sampling. Besides spatial
cues, motion information also plays an important part in this task and can be integrated
with spatial or even stereo information to obtain better performance. [Franke and Heinrich,
2002] proposed to merge motion analysis and stereo processing to select candidate regions
containing moving objects. [Elzein et al., 2003] and [Lim and Kim, 2013] selected moving
object regions by analyzing the temporal difference maps computed between successive
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Figure 5.2: The flow chart of motion based moving pedestrian detection. See more details in Section 5.1,
‘‘Overview on Our Approach’’.
frames. [Enzweiler et al., 2008] proposed motion parallax features and applied Bayes’ rule
to estimate the posterior probability for the presence of pedestrians in a certain image region.
[Kamijo et al., 2010] applied a spatio-temporal Markov Random Field (MRF) model [Kamijo
et al., 2000] for foreground objects extraction from background.
All the above approaches employ very complex models and are too time consuming, alterna-
tively, we propose a simple method which still obtains reliable results.
5.1 Overview on Our Approach
We show the flow chart of our approach in Figure 5.2. The whole procedure can be divided
into four main parts:
Motion segmentation for ROIs selection. In this part, ROIs are defined as those regions
which probably contain moving objects, including walking pedestrians, driving cars and so
on. In order to select ROIs, we apply an efficient graph-based motion segmentation algorithm
as a pre-processing on the optical flow field, which is computed from two down-sampled,
consecutive input frames. After segmentation, the whole image is divided into several blobs.
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Only those blobs which satisfy some constraints based on prior knowledge are selected as
interesting blobs.
The motivation of implementing segmentation on motion fields comes from the observation
of a large number of optical flow maps, computed from video frames captured by a moving
camera mounted on a driving vehicle. We find that the optical flow fields of moving objects
are usually rather distinguishable from other static objects, including trees and buildings
from the background. The differences between moving and static objects appear in terms of
optical flow magnitude as well as orientation. We also notice that motion field sensitively
responds to different objects in some demanding scenes, where small scale ( ∼ 50 pixels in
image height) and low contrast pedestrians appear, see Figure 5.1 for an example.
Detection window generation. Detection windows are generated for each interesting blob
using a height-prior principle. In traditional sliding window detection methods, windows
are generated under multiple scales at a single location. However, this strategy is no more
necessary in our approach. For each segmented blob, its upper and lower boundaries usually
fits the head and feet area for each person. By contrast, the left and right boundaries do not
always respond to the sides of human bodies. An illustration is shown in Figure 5.4, where
we can see wide segments consisting of several pedestrians walking side by side, while
it is very unlikely to see one pedestrian appears on top of another. Therefore, the height
of each blob is an useful clue for determining scales. Next, we define a line of detection
windows based on the height-prior principle for each blob. We slide windows along the
width direction and generate one window at each position, whose height is determined by
the upper and lower boundaries and width is computed given a fixed aspect ratio.
Feature computation. We extract two kinds of features: HOG features [Dalal and Triggs,
2005] and Motion Self Difference (MSD) features, for each detection window. HOG features
have been widely used as effective spatial features for pedestrian detection. MSD features are
novel motion features proposed for moving pedestrians in this chapter. We show exemplary
flow magnitude maps for various objects in Figure 5.5. One can easily notice that all the static
objects and non-articular moving objects, for example, driving cars, exhibit flow magnitude
maps reflecting their fixed outer shapes; by contrast, moving pedestrians show non-uniform
structures due to inter-body motion. We find that this characteristic motion pattern of walking
pedestrians is a very important property and can be used to design motion based features.
The basic idea of MSD features is to compute the local difference between neighboring
rectangular regions all over the human body with respect to optical flow vectors.
Classification. To accomplish the classification task based on two different kinds of fea-
tures, a two-layer scheme is introduced. On the first layer, one Support Vector Machine with
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Radial Basis Function kernel (RBF-SVM) is trained for each kind of features individually.
On the second layer, a linear SVM is trained on two primary scores obtained from two
RBF-SVMs on the first layer. The final decision score for each detection window is the
output from the linear SVM. After classification, the final detection results for each image
are obtained by a non-maximum suppression (NMS) approach [Felzenszwalb et al., 2008] to
suppress less confident windows nearby.
5.2 Graph-based Motion Segmentation for Detection Window Generation
In this section, we describe how we apply motion segmentation as a pre-processing step to
select ROIs, and how we generate detection windows based on the segmented blobs.
Although we are only interested in those regions where moving objects appear, sometimes
static objects may also be included in selected segments. Typically, the magnitudes of
optical flow vectors are related to the distance between camera and subjects. Let us define a
parameter, describing the relative distance between objects and the background:
Rz =
distance(bg, cam)
distance(object, cam)
. (5.1)
When the value of Rz satisfies the following constraint:
Rz > ξ, (5.2)
static objects are also distinguishable from the background. Since optical flow magnitudes
are inversely proportional to the scale of distance, objects at different distances show different
magnitude values on the optical flow map. In this way, in order to observe minor difference
of distance, we need an accurate flow map. Intuitively, the more accurate optical flow is, the
smaller the value of ξ can be chosen.
Therefore, although we focus on moving pedestrian detection in this chapter, we demonstrate
that our approach for ROIs selection can be extended for static pedestrian detection given an
accurate optical flow estimation.
The possibility for extensions raises an additional problem: what if some static pedestrians
close to the camera are also selected as ROIs but we are only interested in moving pedestrians?
This problem can be solved by employing MSD features proposed in Section 5.3, ‘‘Motion
Self Difference Features’’, which are specifically designed for moving pedestrians. In this
way, static pedestrians will be automatically discarded during the classification procedure,
since they produce relatively low confidence scores.
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Table 5.1: Effects of down-sampling the input frames during optical flow estimation on performance.
Down-sampling ratio 1.0 1/4 1/8 1/16 1/32 1/64
Average miss rate 38% 40% 42% 43% 68% 90%
5.2.1 Optical Flow Estimation
Prior to motion segmentation, we first estimate the optical flow fields. There are many algo-
rithms yielding dense optical flow fields, see comparisons at http://vision.middlebury.
edu/flow/eval/results/results-e1.php. The most classic one was proposed by
[Horn and Schunck., 1981], which heavily relied on assumptions of brightness constancy
and spatial smoothness, and solved a quadratic formulation. Many spatially-discrete formu-
lations derived approaches [Brox et al., 2004, Lempitsky et al., 2008] have been proposed
subsequently. This kind of methods are not reliable when too many outliers are involved.
Another kind of methods are formulated with an L1 robust penalty and are often coupled
with specialized total variation (TV) optimization methods [Zach et al., 2007].
Among recently proposed methods, most of them require color images as input, and some are
too slow for real-time applications. We chose a robust algorithm proposed by [Liu, 2009],
which produces a layered flow field from two consecutive gray scale frames It and It+1, at a
tolerable speed.
Because optical flow computation is the most time consuming part over the whole approach,
we decide to implement it on downsampled frames instead of on the full resolution frames.
The input frames are resized to 1/16, preserving the original aspect ratio. The effects of down-
sampling on performance is shown in Table 5.1, where we can see that the performance
decreases moderately when the down-sampling ratio is above 1/16, but begins to drop
significantly from 1/32. Thus, we choose the down-sampling ratio to be 1/16 in our approach,
which only causes a performance decrease of 5% in terms of average miss rate, but reduces
the consuming time by an order of magnitude.
5.2.2 Graph-based Motion Segmentation
The computed optical flow field is denoted as a flow image I f (t) in the following procedure.
I f (t) is considered as a two-channel image, and its two channels fx and fy denote flow vector
elements along horizontal and vertical directions, respectively. In order to reduce noise
from optical flow estimation, which may cause too many small segments, it is necessary
to implement a smoothing before segmentation. We employ a gentle Gaussian smoothing
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(σ = 0.8) on I f (t), so as not to largely inhibit the local difference, which is essential for the
following segmentation.
Next, we employ an efficient graph based algorithm proposed by [Felzenszwalb and Hut-
tenlocher, 2004] for segmentation on the flow image I f (t). This segmentation algorithm is
firstly ported to work on flow image by us. In the following, we describe the implementation
procedure in more detail.
First, we represent each pixel pi with a 4D vector:
ν(i) = ( x(i), y(i), fx(i), fy(i) )T , (5.3)
where x(i) and y(i) are the coordinates of pi in flow image I f (t); fx(i) and fy(i) are its two
flow elements. The segmentation is not implemented directly on the flow image, but on a
4D feature space by mapping all the pixels using Equation 5.3.
Second, in this 4D space, each feature vector is treated as a vertex. A graph G = (V, E) is
constructed by connecting each vertex to its 8 nearest neighbors, in the 4D feature space. Let
V denote the set of vertices:
V = {vi|1 ≤ i ≤ nv}, (5.4)
where nv indicates the total number of vertices in the 4D space, equaling to the number of
pixels in the input image.
Let E denote the set of edges between two vertices:
E = {ei, j|1 ≤ i ≤ nv, 1 ≤ j ≤ nv, i , j}. (5.5)
The weight of edge ei, j is represented by the L2 (Euclidean) distance between the two
corresponding vertices in the 4D feature space:
w(ei, j) =
√√ 4∑
k=1
(vki − vkj)2. (5.6)
After that, an iteration is run on the edge set E, to combine elements of low weight values
w(ei, j), so that those vertices of high similarities are included in one segment.
Finally, the iteration stops when a segmentation S which satisfies
w(ei, j) > MInt(Cp,Cq), ei, j ∈ E, i , j (5.7)
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has been found. Here, Cp and Cq indicate the components which vi and v j belong to, and
MInt is a function of the minimum internal difference, defined as:
MInt(Cp,Cq) = min(max
i, j∈Cp
w(ei, j) + τ(Cp),
max
i, j∈Cq
w(ei, j) + τ(Cq)).
(5.8)
The threshold function τ affects the sizes of segmented components.
5.2.3 Analysis of Interesting Blobs
After segmentation, we obtain n segments, and each of them may contain different objects,
for example, the ground plane, the sky, buildings, cars, or pedestrians. In order to avoid
examining a large number of windows belonging to the background, we discard some blobs
that are not likely to contain pedestrians and only reserve those blobs probably containing
moving pedestrians.
By observing the segmented blobs, we find that typically there is at least one large blob,
which has a huge span from left to right. Such kind of blobs usually belong to the ground
plane or the sky and should be considered as outliers. Besides, those blobs whose sizes are
beyond the lower limit of pedestrian size we want to detect (cf. Section 2.3, ‘‘Experiment
Settings’’) should also be discarded. Thus, the weak constraints on the size of blob i,
comprising a set of s(i) unique pixels
Si =
{
(x1, y1), (x2, y2), ..., (xs(i), ys(i))
}
i, (5.9)
are defined as follows:
wmin ≤ max
a,b∈[1,s(i)]
{|xa − xb|}i ≤ wmax, (5.10)
hmin ≤ max
a,b∈[1,s(i)]
{|ya − yb|}i ≤ hmax. (5.11)
Another constraint is on the locations of blobs. Assuming pedestrians are always standing
on the ground, the lower boundary of each interesting blob should go below the vanishing
point. In the theory of graphical perspective, a vanishing point is a point in the picture plane
pi that is the intersection of all the horizontal parallel lines in 3D space onto the picture plane.
In urban traffic scenes, all the parallel lines from the ground plane intersect at the vanishing
point, which means, the ground plane is always below the vanishing point. In this way, the
lower boundary, consisting of the human feet, should go below the vanishing point on the
image plane:
max
k∈[1,s(i)]
{yk}i ≥ ξyv, (5.12)
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Algorithm 2 Generating detection windows from selected interesting blobs.
1: initialize the list of detection windows: Twnd ← ∅;
2: for each interesting blob i ∈ [1,m] do
3: set xmin ← min
k∈[1,s(i)]{xk} and xmax ← maxk∈[1,s(i)]{xk};
4: for u = xmin to xmax do
5: j← u − xmin + 1;
6: upper boundary: yt ← min
xk=u,k∈[1,s(i)]
{yk};
7: lower boundary: yb ← max
xk=u,k∈[1,s(i)]
{yk};
8: height: h← |yb − yt|(1 + 2mb);
9: width: w← h · rwh;
10: center point: (xc, yc)← (u, yt+yb2 );
11: append (h,w, xc, yc) to Twnd;
12: end for
13: end for
14: return Twnd
where yv indicates the vertical coordinate of the vanishing point, which can be computed
given camera parameters; ξ(ξ < 1) is a tolerance parameter.
Those blobs which satisfy both the size constraints in Equation 5.11 and an additional
location constraint in Equation 5.12, are selected as interesting blobs and undergo further
examinations for moving pedestrian detection.
5.2.4 Detection Window Generation
In this subsection, our task is to generate detection windows from each selected interesting
blob. Need to mention, we only obtain the window coordinates from blobs in a flow map I f (t),
but crop the contents from the original image frame It. Since we downsample the input image
before optical flow computation in Section 5.2.2, ‘‘Graph-based Motion Segmentation’’,
coordinate transformation is necessary to reverse this effect.
We propose a height-prior strategy to define the size of detection windows at different
positions of each blob. From left to right, at each x-coordinate, the height of the detection
window is determined by the upper and lower boundaries of the blob at the according
position; the width is computed using a constant aspect ratio to this height value. More
details about this procedure is illustrated in Algorithm 2, and two examples of detection
windows generated at different x-coordinates are shown in Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3: Generation of detection windows from a blob: two examples are drawn at different horizontal
positions. The black dashed lines link the upper and lower boundaries at different x-coordinates, and we obtain
the detection windows (red) by adding borders around white candidate rectangles.
The motivation of this height-prior strategy comes from our observation on the segmented
blobs. The upper and lower boundaries of the blobs usually correspond to the head-to-
sky and feet-to-ground areas; by contrast, the left and right boundaries are not guaranteed
to correspond to the arms-to-background areas. The reason is that it is very often to see
pedestrians walking shoulder by shoulder, but rarely to see one above another. We show
an example in Figure 5.4, where horizontally connected regions are formed by a group
of pedestrians. In order to separate several pedestrians included in one blob, we have to
determine the height value priorly to the width at each location.
As illustrated in Algorithm 2, we point out two details which turned out to be crucial for the
final performance.
1. Aspect ratio. This parameter denoted as rwh should be set consistent to the definition
of the training samples and classification model. In our approach, it is set to be 0.5
(64/128).
2. Context. Gradient information between the human bodies and the background is
very important for the further feature extraction procedure, thus, it is necessary to
include some surrounding context for gradient computation. Here, we employ a fixed
proportion of mb applied to the height value of each detection window.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.4: An example of blobs each containing multiple people walking side by side. (a) Multiple pedestrians.
The green bounding boxes indicate ground truth annotations. (b) Segmented blobs.
(a)
(b)
Figure 5.5: Several examples of flow magnitudes for different categories of objects in a typical urban traffic
environment. Each blue bounding box contains a pair of the original image and its corresponding flow magnitude
map. (a) Moving pedestrians. (b) Other objects: non-pedestrian objects (including buildings and cars) and
static pedestrians.
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5.3 Motion Self Difference Features
In a typical urban traffic environment, we may see various objects, for example, buildings,
cars, traffic signs and pedestrians. Since our task is to detect moving pedestrians in this
chapter, we categorize all the objects into: moving pedestrians; and the others, including
non-pedestrian objects and static pedestrians.
Although the purpose of motion segmentation in Section 5.2.2, ‘‘Graph-based Motion
Segmentation’’ is to select those blobs containing moving objects, it is inevitable to include
some static scene parts due to high Rz (cf. Equation 5.1), and errors from the previous
procedures. To ensure robust classification, we should design some features which are
discriminative for moving pedestrians against all the other possible objects. Therefore, we
observe the optical flow magnitude maps of moving pedestrians in Figure 5.5(a) and other
objects in Figure 5.5(b) as two groups respectively.
From Figure 5.5, we find that moving pedestrians show rather different flow patterns from
other objects and summarize the characteristics of two categories as follows:
• Moving pedestrians. The motion inside moving pedestrians’ bodies varies over
different body parts:
– Upper body. For the upper body, the magnitudes reflect the body shape clearly.
– Lower body. The contrast between the left and right legs are rather high. This is
because only one leg moves at a time, resulting in higher magnitude values for
one leg. We call this inter-body motion, caused by the non-rigidity of human
body.
• Other objects. The flow magnitude maps of static objects and rigid moving objects
clearly show the silhouette of the objects.
Based on the above findings, we propose MSD features to describe the special inter-body
relative motion pattern for moving pedestrians. The feature extraction procedure is listed in
Algorithm 3.
First, each detection window is resized to the size of our pedestrian model: wdm × htm pixels,
and then divided into s × s pixel square-sized regions, which we call cells in the following.
We denote the number of cells along the horizontal and vertical directions as ncx and ncy,
respectively:
ncx =
htm
s
, (5.13)
ncy =
wdm
s
. (5.14)
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Second, inside each cell, two histograms are computed using trilinear interpolation [Dalal
and Triggs, 2005] in terms of two elements of flow vectors fx and fy respectively. For the
whole detection window, two histogram sets are obtained and can be denoted as:
Hx = {hx(i, j)|1 ≤ i ≤ ncx, 1 ≤ j ≤ ncy}, (5.15)
and
Hy = {hy(i, j)|1 ≤ i ≤ ncx, 1 ≤ j ≤ ncy}, (5.16)
where i and j indicate the indexes of cells along the horizontal and vertical directions.
Third, we compute the feature values, which are represented by the difference between
histograms in Hx or Hy. The difference measurement we choose is histogram intersection
(HI), which has been proven to be effective and of low computational costs. Given two
histograms hp and hq of n bins, histogram intersection is defined as
HI(hp, hq) =
n∑
k=1
min(hp(k), hq(k))
n∑
k=1
hp(k)
. (5.17)
For each cell, we consider all of its eight surrounding cells and compute the difference
between the central cell and each surrounding cell using Equation 5.17.
However, if the above iteration goes over all cells, redundancy will emerge since almost all
the cell pairs are considered for twice. To solve this problem, we employ a blacklist, which
records the indexes of cell pairs that have been visited already. During the iteration, those
cell pairs which have been visited are appended to the blacklist and a second visit is thus
prohibited.
In our approach, we choose the size of pedestrian model to be 64 × 128 pixels, and the cell
size of s to be 8 pixels, thus, the final MSD feature vector for one detection window is of
1072 dimensions. Notably, those cells along detection window borders do not have eight
surrounding cells.
5.4 Two-layer Classification
Besides the MSD features introduced in Section 5.3, ‘‘Motion Self Difference Features’’, we
also extract HOG features for each detection window. That is to say, we use two different
kinds of features: appearance based HOG features and motion based MSD features. For
classification with multiple features, there are generally two different strategies:
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Algorithm 3 Extracting motion self difference features.
1: compute histogram sets Hx and Hy for the detection window;
2: initialize feature set: FMSD ← ∅;
3: initialize cell pair tabu set: P← ∅;
4: initialize cell pair index set used for each cell:
dx = {0, 1, 1, 1, 0,−1,−1,−1}, dy = {−1,−1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0,−1};
5: for xc = 1 to nch do
6: for yc = 1 to ncv do
7: for i = 1 to 8 do
8: xn = xc + dx[i],yn = yc + dy[i];
9: if xn < [1, nch] || yn < [1, ncv] then
10: break;
11: else if [(xc, yc), (xn, yn)] < P AND [(xn, yn), (xc, yc)] < P then
12: compute HI(hx(xc, yc), hx(xn, yn)) using Eq. 5.17 and append it to FMSD;
13: compute HI(hy(xc, yc), hy(xn, yn)) using Eq. 5.17 and append it to FMSD;
14: append [(xc, yc), (xn, yn)] to the tabu set P;
15: end if
16: end for
17: end for
18: end for
19: return FMSD
1. To combine features. This is rather simple to implement. In those approaches, all the
features are concatenated into a long feature vector and only one classifier is trained
as a whole. The disadvantages of those approaches are twofold: first, it is difficult to
train one classifier when the dimension of the feature vector is too high; moreover,
different kinds of features may have rather different classification boundaries, while
the concatenating strategy prohibits the characteristic of individual features and thus
have negative effects on the performance.
2. To combine classifiers. These methods are more complex. One base classifier is
trained for each set of features individually, and then the final confidence score is from
the combination of the outputs of all these base classifiers. Obviously, these methods
consist of two layers, and are more adaptable to high variations among different kinds
of features.
Based on the above discussion, we therefore apply a two-layer classification scheme in our
approach, see an illustration in Figure 5.2.
It is an important issue for the two-layer classification scheme to choose a proper base
classifier. In our approach, we choose SVMs, which have been very frequently used in the
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field of pedestrian detection [Dalal and Triggs, 2005, Felzenszwalb et al., 2008, Maji et al.,
2008]. More details regarding the implementation are explained in the following.
On the first layer, one individual classifier should be trained for each kind of features. We
employ RBF-SVMs for both HOG and MSD features. In traditional methods, a linear kernel
is most often chosen due to its efficiency but not the quality of results. However, we choose
the RBF kernel instead which yields more reasonable results. Although the RBF-SVMs are
more time consuming than linSVMs, the speed is still acceptable in our approach because
we examine much less detection windows than previous methods did. For training of HOG
features, we also use the INRIA pedestrian data set as in [Dalal and Triggs, 2005]; for training
of MSD features, the INRIA pedestrian data set is not applicable because it only consists of
single images other than image sequences, then we choose the TUD-Brussel data set [Wojek
et al., 2009], which provides motion pair annotations. A multi-round training strategy is
used for both features, so that the final model is trained on an augmented set, consisting of
initial training data and hard negative samples, which are accumulatively selected over the
negative images using the classifier trained in the previous round.
On the second classification layer, we have to output the final confidence score by combining
the decision scores obtained from the first layer. There are multiple possible ways to
accomplish this task. Winner-take-all is a simple and well-known framework, which chooses
only one decision score among several scores from the base classifiers and treats the selected
classifier as the winner. But this framework is not applicable in our case, where each kind
of features is considered as supplementary to each other. Alternatively, we choose a linear
kernel SVM for a more reasonable combination. A linear kernel is employed here because
the feature space on the second layer only consists of two decision scores from the first layer
classifiers. The final decision score is output from the trained linear kernel SVM.
After receiving final scores from our two-layer classification procedure, all the detection
windows should go through a non-max suppression method [Felzenszwalb et al., 2008],
which discards the less confident one with a lower score of every pair of detection windows
that overlap sufficiently according to Equation 2.1.
5.5 Experiments
To run our experiments, we should choose some proper data set, which provides annotations
for moving pedestrians. Unfortunately, to our best knowledge, among all the currently public
pedestrian data sets, none of them satisfies such a requirement. Therefore, we decide to
manually add ‘‘moving’’ annotations for some data set.
First, we chose the Daimler mono pedestrian detection benchmark [Enzweiler and Gavrila,
2009] as our basis data set, which was captured by a monochrome camera mounted on
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Table 5.2: Configuration comparison of HOG detector and our detectors.
Detector ROIs selection Features Classifier
HOG [Dalal and Triggs, 2005] × HOG linSVM
MoSeg+HOG
√
HOG RBF-SVM
MoSeg+HOG+MSD
√
HOG+MSD RBF-SVM + linSVM
a vehicle driving through urban environment. This data set consists of a large number
of pedestrians moving across or along the street. See more description of this data set in
Section 2.2.4, ‘‘Daimler Mono’’.
Next, we manually label each pedestrian in the ground truth data to be moving or static. The
status is determined through observing multiple consecutive video frames before and after
the current time point. The additional label of ‘‘moving’’ is set to ‘‘1’’ in the ground truth
data if the current pedestrian is considered moving, and ‘‘0’’ for static pedestrians.
In the following part of this section, we analyze the performance gains of our detector by
ROIs selection and MSD features in Section 5.5.1, ‘‘Comparisons of Our Detectors Under
Different Configurations’’, and make comparisons against several other state-of-the-art
detectors in terms of performance in Section 5.5.2, ‘‘Comparisons Against State-of-the-Art
Detectors’’, and also runtimes in Section 5.5.3, ‘‘Runtime Analysis’’.
5.5.1 Comparisons of Our Detectors Under Different Configurations
In this chapter, we made two modifications to the classic HOG detector: to implement
motion segmentation as a preprocessing for ROIs selection; and to design novel motion
based features as supplementary to appearance based HOG features. In order to examine
the improvements brought by each modification individually, we define two detectors:
MoSeg+HOG and MoSeg+HOG+MSD with different configurations. A comparison of our
detectors and the classic HOG detector is shown in Table 5.2.
From Figure 5.6, we can see that both of our detectors obtain significant improvements to the
baseline HOG detector. To specify, the modification of supplementing motion segmentation
for ROIs selection brings about a considerable decrease of 12% in terms of average miss
rate; furthermore, the integration of our novel, motion based MSD features results in an
additional performance improvement of 7% with respect to average miss rate, compared to
the above detector MoSeg+HOG. Therefore, our optimal detector is MoSeg+HOG+MSD,
which includes two modifications and yields an overall improvement of 19% with respect
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Figure 5.6: Performance comparison of our detectors under different configurations on Daimler monocular
pedestrian data set.
to average miss rate to the baseline HOG detector. Notably, we use the configuration of
MoSeg+HOG+MSD in the following experiments.
5.5.2 Comparisons Against State-of-the-Art Detectors
Besides classic HOG detector, we also compare our proposed detector MoSeg+HOG+MSD
to several other state-of-the-art detectors, selected from a recent survey [Dolla´r et al., 2011] in
the field of pedestrian detection. We exclude those detectors who use color information, since
the data set only contains gray scale images. Moreover, we do not discuss those detectors
whose runtimes are on minute-level per frame (640 × 480 pixels) reported by [Dolla´r et al.,
2011], as they are far from real-time requirements for intelligent vehicle applications. We
list the selected detectors as follows:
1. HOG [Dalal and Triggs, 2005]
2. VJ [Viola and Jones, 2004]
3. Shapelet [Sabzmeydani and Mori, 2007]
4. MultiFtr [Wojek and Schiele, 2008]
5. HikSvm [Maji et al., 2008]
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Figure 5.7: Performance comparison of state-of-the-art detectors on Daimler monocular pedestrian data set.
6. LatSvm [Felzenszwalb et al., 2008]
The original detection results of the selected detectors are available at http://www.vision.
caltech.edu/Image_Datasets/CaltechPedestrians. The evaluations are implemented
using the evaluation protocol explained earlier in Section 2.3, ‘‘Experiment Settings’’.
We plot miss rate vs. FPPI curves for all the above detectors, and indicate the log-average
miss rate values in the left bottom rectangle as shown in Figure 5.7. Generally, our approach
obtains a log-average miss rate of 36%, lower than other state-of-the-art detectors considered
here, and especially our miss rate is consistently lower than the others in the whole FPPI
range.
Moreover, we show some exemplary results under various scenarios in Figure 5.8, demon-
strating the robustness of our approach against complex background, small scales and
occlusions.
5.5.3 Runtime Analysis
In this subsection, we compare the runtimes for all the detectors considered in this chapter.
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Table 5.3: Runtimes (in seconds) of different detectors by normalizing to the rate of a single machine.
Detector ROIs selection Features Classifier Runtime
VJ × Haar-like AdaBoost 11.97
Shapelet × Gradients AdaBoost 106.43
HOG × HOG linSVM 19.72
LatSvm × HOG latent SVM 10.86
HikSvm × HOG HIK-SVM 29.58
MultiFtr × HOG+Haar AdaBoost 62.63
ours
√
HOG+MSD RBF-SVM+linSVM 1.93
At first, we report that the runtime of our detector is 1.93 seconds for a 640 × 480 single
frame. Our detector is implemented on a modern computer with Intel Core-i5 CPU (2.4GHz),
and our source code is written in Matlab. This value is computed by averaging the whole
runtime for the data set of 21, 790 frames.
The coming problem is how to obtain the runtimes of other detectors. One solution is to
re-implement every other detector and rerun them on our computer, which requires a large
amount of work and is nearly infeasible to accomplish. Inspired by the normalization method
first proposed in [Dolla´r et al., 2011], we decide to normalize their data to the rate of our
machine so that we can make a fair comparison. In the following, we explain how the
normalization is implemented in our case. First, we downloaded the source code of one
detector in [Dolla´r et al., 2011] and ran it on our computer. After obtaining its runtime on our
computer, we compare it with the data reported by [Dolla´r et al., 2011], thus we get a relative
speed ratio between our computer and the computer used in [Dolla´r et al., 2011]. Then we
use this ratio to normalize the runtimes of other detectors to the rate of our computer.
We list the runtimes of all the detectors considered in this chapter in Table 5.3. From this
table, our detector is the fastest, and is around 10 times faster than the second fastest detector
LatSvm. We also notice that our detector is the only one which applies ROIs selection. This
demonstrates that ROIs selection is very important for enhancing efficiency.
5.6 Summary
In this chapter, we proposed a new approach exploiting motion information, for moving
pedestrian detection. The main contributions are as follows:
• ROIs selection by motion segmentation. The purpose of ROIs selection is to reduce
the number of detection windows that should be examined by the classifiers, so as to
enhance efficiency. From optical flow maps, moving objects are distinguishable from
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the background and other static objects. This characteristic enables us to implement
efficient graph-based motion segmentation and thus select those interesting blobs
which probably contain moving pedestrians.
• Novel motion self difference features. By observing optical flow maps for various
object categories, we find that moving pedestrians exhibit rather different flow patterns
than other objects, due to the non-rigid inter-body motion. By making use of this
property, we design new motion features, which describe the local difference in terms
of flow histograms between neighboring square regions inside human bodies.
• Two-layer classification integrating motion and appearance cues. HOG features and
MSD features are employed as an integration of motion and appearance information.
Two base classifiers are trained individually for both features, whose decision scores
are used to output the final confidence score by a joint decision.
Experimental results on the standard Daimler mono pedestrian detection benchmark showed
that our approach obtained significant improvements compared to the baseline HOG detector.
Moreover, we also outperformed several other state-of-the-art detectors. At the same time,
we improved the efficiency by an order of magnitude.
The improvements in terms of both accuracy and efficiency were attributed to the utilization
of motion information. In our approach, the number of examined detection windows was
significantly reduced by explicitly generating pedestrian hypotheses inside selected motion
field blobs (ROIs) after an efficient motion segmentation. This pre-processing not only
reduced runtime, but also avoided many false positives which may be generated from the
huge area of background. On the other hand, the novel motion features MSD enhanced the
robustness by integrating with HOG features in a two-layer classification scheme.
Future work. The success achieved by utilizing motion information in our approach
inspires us to further exploit it for more general pedestrian detection. If more accurate optical
flow estimation is given, then our approach for ROIs selection can be also adapted to static
pedestrians. Further more, our MSD features can be used to determine the moving status of
detected pedestrians.
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Figure 5.8: Some exemplary results from our approach in different scenarios. In each row, the original frame,
optical flow field, motion segmentation blobs and final detection results are shown from left to right.
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Conclusions
This dissertation has covered three different approaches for pedestrian detection in urban
traffic environments. On-board video sequences comprise abundant information about the
surrounding environments, including spatial and temporal cues. It is thus an important yet
difficult task to exploit useful information for recognizing pedestrians in a dynamic scene
with complex backgrounds. The motivation of our work comes from the observation of a
large number of image sequences consisting of pedestrians in outdoor environments. We
aimed to exploit uniform characteristics patterns for pedestrians in huge data and design
effective algorithms accordingly. Our main contributions and insights on efficient pedestrian
detection can be recapitulated as follows.
First, we designed informed Haar-like features based on prior shape. We observed that
pedestrians exhibit a common visual appearance from statistical data. Accordingly, we built
a pedestrian shape model. This uniform geometry inspired us to employ Haar-like features,
which have gained remarkable success for detecting objects of low intra-class variability, such
as human faces. Considering the specific shape structure of pedestrians, we designed Haar-
like templates tailored to our shape model. As supplementary to traditional binary modality,
which only carries two different weights, we proposed a ternary modality, so as to better
describe the complex geometry at corners. Furthermore, we applied each template on multiple
channel values, in terms of colors and gradients, in order to integrate more information on
local difference. The informed Haar-like features reached and surpassed state-of-the-art
performance on standard benchmarks, at low computational costs. Additionally, our features
are robust to occlusions since features in the head-shoulder area were automatically selected
as more representative ones.
Second, we designed center-surround contrast features, motivated by human visual systems,
which are always able to locate the interesting objects in an accurate and efficient way.
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We emulated a top-down saliency system, and introduced a successful center-surround
mechanism for feature design. To this end, we computed the difference between a central
region and its surrounding regions as feature values. Various region descriptors and contrast
measurements were evaluated, so as to select the optimal combination. Unlike the above
informed Haar-like features, these center-surround contrast features did not rely on any prior
knowledge, nevertheless they also reached state-of-the-art performance.
Third, we considered utilizing motion information for moving pedestrians. When the task
is narrowed down to detecting moving pedestrians, which are actually more interesting in
many applications, motion can be used in pre-processing for ROIs selection, because moving
objects are more distinguishable on the motion maps and can be extracted by segmentation.
Motivated by the inter-body motion caused by the non-rigidity of human body, we designed
motion self difference features as supplementary to appearance features, to enable more
robust recognition. In order to evaluate the effects of ROIs selection and novel motion
features for moving pedestrian detection, we added additional moving annotations to the
Daimler mono pedestrian data set. Experimental results showed that both modifications
significantly improved the original HOG detector.
Based on the presented results, there are multiple promising directions for future research,
to further enhance the accuracy and speed of the proposed approaches, or to generalize for
other categories of objects.
Utilization of depth information. In this thesis, we have investigated how to employ
spatial and temporal information for pedestrian detection, but we expect further improvement
by integration with depth information. Thanks to the development of hardware, stereo
cameras are becoming more and more popular in recent research. For indoor applications,
Kinect is widely used due to its low price and real-time dense depth maps. For outdoor
scenes, TYZX provides stereo cameras for different ranges. Depth information can be used
in different detection stages. First, in pre-processing, depth can be used to select ROIs
according to the interesting detection distance range. There is usually a limited distance
range for a specific task. For example, for a typical driver assistance system, the interesting
distance range is less than 50 meters. Consequently, regions that correspond to a bigger
depth value can be ignored in further examination procedure. Second, depth can also be used
to discard many false positives in post-processing. A set of pixels with rather diverse depth
values unlikely belong to one single object.
GPU or hardware acceleration. Although our approaches are more efficient than many
state-of-the-art detectors, they still need to be accelerated for real-time applications. One
possibility is the usage of concurrency offered by general-purpose computing on graphics
processing units (GPGPU). In our current implementation, the most time consuming parts are
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inherently parallelizable: each feature value can be computed independently to others. An
alternative way is to re-implement our approaches on an ARM processor (formerly known
as Advanced RISC Machine or Acorn RISC Machine). This option may be more interesting
for industry, due to its high performance and low price. The above two solutions should
empower our approaches for real-time applications after appropriate re-implementation.
Combination with tracking. All the approaches proposed in this thesis are for the purpose
of detection only. However, in real world applications, it is not necessary to do full frame
search for every single frame, since each object usually changes only slightly in terms of
appearance or location during a short time slot. Therefore, tracking is a useful strategy to
estimate the current status from the previous ones. It can not only increase the speed, but also
enhance the robustness. A simple yet reliable way for integration of detection and tracking is
to run the detection algorithm every N(N > 1) frames, and the objects can be traced during
the time slot. Generally, the larger the value of N, the faster the whole system. But it is risky
to choose a too large value for N, which may cause severe deviation after a long time period.
In other words, there is a trade off between accuracy and speed.
Extension to more general object detection. Although we focused on pedestrian detec-
tion in this thesis, the proposed approaches can be also extended for more general object
detection. The success obtained by informed Haar-like features implies that customized
templates may be used for detecting other objects of relatively uniform shape structure. Even
for more variable objects, it is possible to design a multiple template pool, each for one shape
model built for one single posture or viewpoint. A similar extension may be applied to center-
surround contrast features. The motivation behind center-surround contrast features is the
mechanism of human visual systems, which is applicable for all kinds of objects. The only
modification we need is alternative training samples. To train the center-surround contrast
features extracted from a certain object class would enable the corresponding detection.
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